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Abstract
This paper develops type assignment systems with intersection and union types, and type
quanti'ers. We show that the known system for these types is not semantically complete. How-
ever, the following two hold for a certain class of typing statements, called stable statements,
which include all statements without type quanti'er: (1) the validity of stable statements for
Kripke models is equivalent to that for standard models, (2) if we add two axioms expressing
the distributive laws of intersection over union and existential-type quanti'er, then the resulting
system is complete for Kripke models. As a consequence, the known system with the axioms
for distributive laws is complete for standard models if we restrict statements to stable ones. All
the results are obtained in a systematic way with sequent-style formulations of type assignment
and the cut-elimination property for them. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The theory of type assignment systems has been developed by extending the collec-
tion of types since Curry’s system with function types was introduced. In particular,
the systems with intersection-types and=or universal-type quanti'er have been studied
extensively. They have a natural semantics and syntax, and the completeness theorem
has been proved. See [7, 4, 12] for the system with intersection, and [18] for the system
with universal quanti'er.
The type assignment systems are extended with union-types and existential-type
quanti'er. We can de'ne a natural semantics and syntax for the extended systems
as well. A union type is interpreted as union of two sets, and an existentially quan-
ti'ed type is interpreted as union of in'nitely many sets. The type inference rules
are de'ned naturally if we consider the analogy with natural deduction systems for
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intuitionistic logic. A system is proposed in [17]. However, we 'nd a trouble in trying
to prove the completeness theorem. It is diBcult to directly apply the known proof
technique for the completeness of type assignment in [13, 14, 18] to the case where
union types are added. A completeness result on type assignment for intersection and
union types is found in [2], but an additional axiom for the system and a condition on
the semantics are required for showing the completeness.
Where does the diBculty come from? Most type assignment systems are designed
on the analogy of the natural deduction system, NJ, for intuitionistic logic. This sug-
gests that typing statements are interpreted in a model of intuitionistic logic. A typing
statement is expressed by a logical formula with the membership predicates for ground
types. For example, the typing statement M : u→ (s ∨ t) is expressed by
∀x:((x ∈ u)→ ((Mx ∈ s) ∨ (Mx ∈ t)));
where ∈, say (−)∈ s, is the predicate for checking the membership for ground type s.
If such a logical formula is interpreted in a model of classical logic, then we obtain a
standard interpretation of typing statements. A classical model for type assignment is a
model on the standard interpretation. We can also interpret the above logical formula
in a Kripke model for intuitionistic logic. It is reasonable to expect that the known
type assignment system is complete for Kripke models, because it is designed on the
analogy of NJ. If we wish to show the completeness of the type assignment systems
for classical models, then we need to show the equivalence between classical models
and Kripke models for type assignment. However, in case union types are included,
the two kinds of models have quite diHerent structures. This is the reason why it is
diBcult to show the completeness of the type assignment with union types.
In this paper, we show that the known type assignment system is not complete for
Kripke models or classical models. However, we introduce a certain class of typing
statements, called stable statements, which include all statements without type quanti-
'er. Roughly speaking, a stable statement is de'ned by imposing a restriction on the
type so that universal quanti'er and existential quanti'er occur only in the positive
parts and negative parts, respectively. We show that, if we restrict statements to stable
ones, then the following two hold:
(1) A stable statement is valid in all classical models if and only if it is valid in all
Kripke models.
(2) A stable statement is valid in all Kripke models if and only if it is derivable in a
system with two axiom schemas (Dist∨) and (Dist∃) expressing the distributive
laws of intersection over union- and existential-type quanti'er, respectively.
As a consequence, if we restrict statements to stable ones, then the known system
with the axioms for the distributive laws is complete for classical models.
These results are obtained by means of sequent-style formulations of type assignment
and cut-elimination for them. In [26], the author and another proposed sequent calculi
for type assignment. In particular, TLK and TLJ were de'ned on the analogy of
Gentzen’s sequent calculi LK and LJ in [9], respectively. It has been shown in [26]
that TLK and TLJ are complete for classical models and Kripke models, respectively.
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In TLK, a sequent is an expression of the form
L1 : 
1; : : : ; Ll : 
l . M1 : 1; : : : ; Mm : m;
where each Li and Mj is a -term in any form. The system TLJ is de'ned by imposing
the restriction that the right-hand side of a sequent consists of exactly one typing
statement. We shall name the usual type assignment system presented in [17, pp. 118–
119], TNJ, because it is designed on the analogy of NJ. A sequent in TLJ is diHerent
from a typing expression allowed in TNJ. The system TNJ deals with expressions in
the form
x1 : 
1; : : : ; xl : 
l . M : ;
where x1; : : : ; xl are pairwise distinct variables. In [26], two more variants of sequent
calculi have been proposed for each of TLK and TLJ. First, we imposed the restriction
that the left-hand side of a sequent is a sequence of statements whose subjects (-
terms) are variables. The resulting systems for TLK and TLJ are named TLK1 and
TLJ1, respectively. We also de'ned the systems in which the left-hand side of a sequent
is restricted to a sequence of statements whose subjects are pairwise distinct variables.
The resulting systems for TLK and TLJ are named TLK2 and TLJ2, respectively.
It is easily veri'ed that TNJ is equivalent to TLJ2. Therefore, we can approach the
completeness problem by clarifying the relationship among the six sequent calculi for
type assignment.
In Section 2 we provide preliminary de'nitions on the syntax and semantics of
type assignment. In Section 3, following [26], we introduce the sequent calculi for
type assignment and describe their basic properties. In Section 4 we prove the cut-
elimination theorem for TLJP, a variant of TLJ. In Section 5, using the cut-elimination
theorem for TLJP, we show the relationship between TLK and TLJ, and we have result
(1) mentioned above. In Section 6, we prove the cut-elimination theorem for TLJ. In
Section 7, using the cut-elimination theorem, we show the relationship between TLJ and
TLJ1 (TLJ2), and we have result (2). In Section 8 we prove the cut-elimination theorem
for TLJ2. In Section 9, using cut-elimination for TLJ2, we show that TNJ is incomplete
for Kripke models or classical models. Finally, in Section 10, putting all the results
together, we obtain the completeness result for TNJ. Furthermore we show that all the
systems TLK; TLJ; TLK1; TLJ1; TLK2+(Dist∃); TLJ2+(Dist∨)+ (Dist∃); TLJP,
and TNJ+(Dist∨)+(Dist∃) have the same power for typing stable statements. Namely,
if a stable statement is derived in one of these systems, then it can also be derived in
any other of these systems.
An extended abstract of the results in the present paper was presented in [25].
2. Preliminary denitions
In this section we provide preliminary de'nitions on type assignment. We start with
the de'nition of the syntax of type assignment systems.
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We prepare notations on -terms and types. Let L; M; N; L0; L1; : : : stand for
(type-free) -terms, and x; y; z; x0; x1; : : : stand for (term) variables. As a convention,
two -terms are syntactically identi'ed, whenever they are the same except for bound
variables [3]. When two -terms M and N are -equivalent, we write M ∼= N . For
a -term M , the set of all the free variables in M is denoted by FV(M). The term
obtained from M by simultaneously substituting N1; : : : ; Nn for free variables x1; : : : ; xn
in M is denoted by M [x1; : : : ; xn :=N1; : : : ; Nn]. When a -term M has a normal form,
the normal form of M is denoted by norm(M).
A countably in'nite set of type variables is provided. The set of types is de'ned as
follows:
– a type variable is a type,
– if 
 and  are types, then (
→ ); (
∧ ); (
∨ ) are types,
– if t is a type variable and 
 is a type, then (∀t
) and (∃t
) are types.
We omit parentheses when no confusion occurs. The expression Q1t1 : : : Qntn :
 stands
for (Q1t1(: : : (Qntn(
)) : : :)), where each Qi is either ∀ or ∃. For example, ∀s∃t : s→ t
stands for (∀s(∃t(s→ t))). Let s; t; u; s0; s1; : : : stand for type variables, and 
; ; ; ;
; , 
0; 
1; : : : stand for types. For a type 
, the set of all the free-type variables
in 
 is denoted by FTV(
). The type obtained from 
 by simultaneously substituting
1; : : : ; n for free-type variables t1; : : : ; tn in 
 is denoted by 
[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n].
A (typing) statement is an expression of the form M : 
. The -term M is called the
subject of the statement M : 
.
We next de'ne a type assignment system, named TNJ, following [17]. A basis is
a sequence x1 : 
1; : : : ; xn : 
n, where x1; : : : ; xn are distinct variables. A type judgement
is an expression .M : , where  is a basis. In the next section we introduce various
sequent calculi for type assignment, in which the left-hand side of . is regarded as a
sequence. In this paper, we de'ne a basis as a sequence instead of a set, in order to
keep the consistency of notations. The axioms and rules of TNJ are de'ned as follows.
For each basis ≡ x1 : 
1; : : : ; xn : 
n, we de'ne FTV()=FTV(
1) ∪ · · · ∪ FTV(
n).
Denition (Axioms and rules of TNJ):
(Var) x : 
 . x : 

(Weakening)
 . M : 
x : 
;  . M : 
(Exchange)
1; x : ; y : 
; 2 . M : 
1; y : 
; x : ; 2 . M : 
(∧ I)  . M : 
  . M : 
 . M : 
 ∧ 
(∧E)  . M : 
 ∧ 
 . M : 

 . M : 
 ∧ 
 . M :
(∨ I)  . M : 

 . M : 
 ∨ 
 . M : 
 . M : 
 ∨ 
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(∨E)  . N : 
 ∨  ; x : 
 . M :  ; x :  . M : 
 . M [x :=N ] : 
(→ I) ; x : 
 . M : 
 . x :M : 
→ 
(→E)  . M : 
→   . N : 

 . MN : 
(∀ I)  . M : 

 . M :∀t :
 (t =∈ FTV())
(∀E)  . M :∀t :

 . M : 
[t := ]
(∃ I)  . M : 
[t := ]
 . M :∃t :

(∃E)  . N :∃t :
 ; x : 
 . M : 
 . M [x :=N ] : 
(t =∈ FTV() ∪ FTV())
(Eq)
 . M : 

 . N : 

(M ∼= N )
(Simple)
; x : 
 . Mx : 
 . M : 
→  (x =∈ FV(M))
When a type judgement  . M :  is derived from the above axioms and rules, it is
said to be derivable in TNJ, and we write TNJ   . M : .
The system TNJ is essentially the same as the system proposed in [17] except that the
original system has a recursive type. Moreover, TNJ has two additional rules (Eq) and
(Simple), because we are interested in systems satisfying the completeness for simple
semantics.
It is known that the rule (Eq) is admissible in the intersection-type assignment
system with the !-type [14]. However, in case union types are added, the resulting
system does not satisfy even subject reduction property. The system TNJ without (Eq)
do not either. In [2, 6], it is discussed how to overcome this problem. For this reason,
our system has rule (Eq).
In turn, we de'ne semantics of type assignment. We assume that the reader is familiar
with the notion of -models. The following is a standard de'nition of -models [3].
Denition ((-models): A -model is a triple M=(D; ·; <− =), where D is a nonempty
set, · is a binary operation on D, and <−= is a mapping that assigns an element <M = ∈D
to each pair of a -term M and a function , called a term environment in M, from
the set of all variables to D. Moreover, a -model is required to satisfy the following
conditions:
(1) <x== (x),
(2) <MN == <M = · <N =,
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(3) <x :M = ·a= <M =(x:=a), where (x := a) is the term environment de'ned by (x
:= a)(x)= a and (x := a)(y)= (y) if x ≡y,
(4) if (x)= ′(x) for every x∈FV(M), then <M == <N =′ ,
(5) if <M =(x := a) = <N =(x := a) for every a∈D, then <x :M == <x :N =.
For type assignment, three kinds of semantics are proposed: inference semantics,
simple semantics, and F-semantics [13, 14, 18, 24]. Of them, this paper treats the simple
semantics only. The following de'nition of semantics for type assignment is essentially
the same as the one proposed in [18].
Denition (Classical models): A classical premodel (for type assignment) is a pair
(M;T) such that M is a -model (D; ·; < − =) and T is a nonempty set of subsets of
D. A type environment in T is a mapping  that assigns an element of T to each
type variable. For each pair of type 
 and type environment  in T, we de'ne <
= ⊆D
as follows:
(1) <t= =  (t),
(2) <∧ = = <= ∩ <= ,
(3) <∨ = = <= ∪ <= ,
(4) <→ = = {c∈D | ∀a∈ <= :(c·a∈ <= )},
(5) <∀t := =
⋂{ <= (t:=P) |P ∈T },
(6) <∃t := =
⋃{ <= (t:=P) |P ∈T }.
Here  (t:=P) is the type environment de'ned by  (t:=P)(t)=P and  (t:=P)(s)=  (s) if
s ≡ t. The mapping < − = is called the type interpretation on T.
A classical premodel (M;T) is called a classical model if and only if <
= ∈T for
every pair of type 
 and type environment  in T.
In [11], Henkin provided two alternative de'nitions for models of (a certain variant
of) simply typed -calculus: standard models and general models. The diHerence lies
in the interpretation of function type 
→ . In a standard model, 
→  is interpreted as
the set of all functions de'ned over the set denoted by 
 with values in the set denoted
by . In a general model, 
→  is interpreted as some class of functions de'ned over
the set denoted by 
 with values in the set denoted by , and we postulate a certain
condition stating that every type is interpreted consistently. Our de'nition of classical
models corresponds to the de'nition of standard models.
As mentioned in Section 1, a statement M : 
 can be expressed by a logical formula,
and thus, it can be interpreted in a Kripke model for intuitionistic logic. If we de'ne
the interpretation of types directly, then we obtain the de'nition of Kripke models for
type assignment. For the explicitly typed -calculus, Kripke semantics is proposed in
[19]. Our de'nition of Kripke-models is essentially equivalent to the type assignment
version of their de'nition.
Denition (Homomorphism between -models): Let M1 = (D1; ·1; < − =1) and M2 =
(D2; ·2; < − =2) be two -models. A homomorphism from M1 to M2 is a mapping
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# : D1→D2 such that
#(<M =1) = <M =2#◦
for every pair of -term M and term environment  in M1. The -model M1 is a
submodel of M2 if and only if D1⊆D2 and the inclusion mapping is a homomorphism
from M1 to M2.
Denition (Kripke premodels): A Kripke premodel (for type assignment) is a triple
K=(W;M;T) such that
(1) W is a nonempty set with preorder , whose elements are called possible worlds.
(2) M is a family of -models Mw =(Dw; ·w; < − =w) indexed by possible worlds w
such that, if w  w′, then Mw is a submodel of Mw′ .
(3) T is a set of mappings, called partial domains, such that, for P ∈T:
(a) the domain of P is a subset Dom(P)⊆W,
(b) P assigns to each w∈Dom(P), a subset P[w]⊆Dw,
(c) if w∈Dom(P) and ww′, then w′ ∈Dom(P) and P[w]⊆P[w′].
Denition (Type interpretation in Kripke premodels): Let K=(W;M;T) be a
Kripke premodel. A type environment in T is a mapping  that assigns to each type
variable t, a partial domain  (t)∈T. For each pair of type 
 and type environment  




⋂{Dom( (t)) | t ∈FTV(
) },
– for each w∈Dom(<
= ), the subset <
= [w]⊆Dw is de'ned as follows:
(1) <t= [w] =  (t)[w],
(2) < ∧ = [w] = (<= [w]) ∩ (<= [w]),
(3) < ∨ = [w] = (<= [w]) ∪ (<= [w]),
(4) <→ = [w]
= { c∈Dw | ∀w′  w ∀a∈ <= [w′] :(c ·w′ a∈ <= [w′]) },
(5) <∀t := [w]
= { a∈Dw | ∀w′  w ∀P ∈T :(w′ ∈Dom(P)⇒ a∈ <= (t:=P)[w′]) },
(6) <∃t := [w]
= { a∈Dw | ∃P ∈T :(w∈Dom(P) and a∈ <= (t:=P)[w]) }.
Note that <
= satis'es the condition of partial domains: if w∈Dom(<
= ) and w  w′,
then w′ ∈Dom(<
= ) and <
= [w]⊆ <
= [w′].
Denition (Kripke models): A Kripke premodel K = (W;M;T) is called a Kripke
model if and only if <
= ∈T for every pair of type 
 and type environment  .
3. Sequent calculi for type assignment
In this section, following [26], we shall de'ne several sequent calculi for type as-
signment and show their basic properties.
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We 'rst de'ne a sequent of our systems. Let greek capital letters , %, &, ', 0,
1; : : : stand for 'nite (possibly empty) sequences of statements separated by commas.
A (typing) sequent is an expression of the form  . %. The sequences  and % are
called the antecedent and succedent, respectively, of the sequent  . %. For each ,
we de'ne FV() as the set of all free term variables in , and similarly we de'ne
FTV() as the set of all free type variables in .
Denition (Axioms and rules of TLK):
(Initial) M : 





;  . %
 . %





;  . %
M : 
;  . %
 . %;M : 
;M : 

 . %;M : 

(Exchange)
1; M : 
; N : ; 2 . %
1; N : ;M : 
; 2 . %
 . %1; M : 
; N : ; %2
 . %1; N : ;M : 
; %2
(Cut)
1 . %1; M : 
 M : 
; 2 . %2
1; 2 . %1; %2
(∧L) M : 
;  . %
M : 
 ∧ ;  . %
M : ;  . %
M : 
 ∧ ;  . %
(∧R)  . %;M : 
  . %;M : 
 . %;M : 
 ∧ 
(∨L) M : 
;  . % M : ;  . %
M : 
 ∨ ;  . %
(∨R)  . %;M : 

 . %;M : 
 ∨ 
 . %;M : 
 . %;M : 
 ∨ 
(→L) 1 . %1; N : 
 MN : ; 2 . %2
M : 
→ ; 1; 2 . %1; %2
(→R) x : 
;  . %;M : 
 . %; x :M : 
→  (x =∈ FV() ∪ FV(%))
(→L) M : 
[t := ];  . %
M :∀t :
;  . %
(→R)  . %;M : 

 . %;M :∀t :
 (t =∈ FTV() ∪ FTV(%))
(∃L) M : 
;  . %
M :∃t :
;  . % (t =∈ FTV() ∪ FTV(%))
(∃R)  . %;M [t : = ]
 . %;M :∃t :
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(Simple)
x : 
;  . %;Mx : 
 . %;M : 
→  (x =∈ FV() ∪ FV(%) ∪ FV(M))
(Eq)
 . %;M : 

 . %; N : 

(M ∼= N )
When a sequent .% can be derived by using the above axioms and rules, it is said
to be derivable in TLK, and we write TLK   . %. When  . % cannot be derived,
it is said to be underivable in TLK, and we write TLK   . %. In this paper, we
introduce several sequent calculi in addition to TLK. For such a sequent calculus T ,
we write T   .% (T   .%) when  .% is derivable (underivable) in T . When no
confusion occurs, we omit the name T of sequent calculus, and we write   . % or
  . %.
We remark that the above collection of rules can be simpli'ed. The rule (→R) is
derived from (Simple) and (Eq), and (Initial) and (Eq) can be uni'ed into a single
axiom schema: M : 
 . N : 
 (M ∼= N ). However, the rules other than (Simple) and
(Eq) are more basic for de'ning various sequent calculi. This is the reason we adopted
the present collection of the axioms and rules.
A sequent is interpreted in a classical model. Let (M;T) be a classical model, 
a term environment in M, and  a type environment in T. A sequent  . % is said
to be valid in (M;T; ;  ) if and only if either <M = =∈ <
= for some M : 
 in  or
<N = ∈ <= for some N :  in %. A sequent  . % is said to be valid in (M;T) if and
only if  . % is valid in (M;T; ;  ) for every pair of term environment  in M and
type environment  in T.
In [26], the following fundamental theorems for TLK have been proved.
Theorem 3.1 (Completeness of TLK for classical models). A sequent is derivable in
TLK if and only if it is valid in all classical models.
Theorem 3.2 (Cut-elimination for TLK). If a sequent is derivable in TLK; then it can
be derived without (Cut).
The de'nition of TLK suggests that we can de'ne another calculus TLJ based on
LJ for institutionistic logic.
Denition (TLJ ): The system TLJ is obtained from TLK by imposing the restriction
that the succedent of a sequent is a sequence that consists of exactly one statement.
With this restriction, (Exchange), (Weakening), or (Contraction) for succedent is no
longer needed, and (→L), for instance, becomes the following form:
1 . N : 
 LN : ; 2 . M : 
L : 
→ ; 1; 2 . M : 
The other rules are modi'ed in a similar way.
Denition (Validity in a Kripke model): LetK = (W;M;T) be a Kripke model. Let
 and % be two 'nite sequence of statements. Let w be a possible world in W,  a
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term environment in Mw, and  a type environment in T such that w∈Dom( (t)) for
every type variable t ∈FTV()∪FTV(%). Then, the sequent .% is said to be valid in
(K; w; ;  ) if and only if either <M =w =∈ <
= [w] for some M : 
 in , or <N =w ∈ <= [w]
for some N :  in %. The sequent  . % is said to be valid in K if and only if it is
valid in (K; w; ;  ) for every triple of possible world w in W, term environment 
in Mw, and type environment  in T such that w∈Dom( (t)) for every type variable
t ∈FTV() ∪ FTV(%).
In [26], it has been proved that TLJ is complete for Kripke models.
Theorem 3.3 (Completeness of TLJ for Kripke models). A sequent  . M : 
 is deriv-
able in TLJ if and only if it is valid in all Kripke models.
For each of TLK and TLJ, we de'ne two variants in which the antecedent of a
sequent is restricted.
Denition (TLK1 and TLJ1): We de'ne TLK1 and TLJ1 as the systems obtained
from TLK and TLJ, respectively, by imposing the restriction that the antecedent of
a sequent is a sequence of statements whose subjects are variables only. With this
restriction, (→L) and (Cut) are replaced by the following rules (→L)∗ and (Cut)∗,
respectively:
(→L)∗ 1 . %1; N : 
 z : ; 2 . %2
x : 
→ ; 1; 2 . %1; %2[z := xN ] (z =∈ FV(2))
(Cut)∗ 1 . %1; M : 
 x : 
; 2 . %2
1; 2 . %1; %2[x := M ]
(x =∈ FV(2))
The other rules are the same as the original ones except that we impose the restriction
on the antecedent of each sequent in the rules.
Denition (TLK2 and TLJ2): We de'ne TLK2 and TLJ2 as the systems obtained
from TLK and TLJ, respectively, by imposing the restriction that the antecedent of
a sequent is a sequence of statements whose subjects are pairwise distinct variables.
With this restriction, (Cut) and (→L) are replaced by (Cut)∗ and (→L)∗, respectively.
Furthermore, (Contraction) for antecedent is replaced by the following rule:
(Contraction)∗ x : 
; y : 
;  . %
z : 
;  . %[x; y := z; z]
The other rules are the same as the original ones except that we impose the restriction
on the antecedent of each sequent in the rules.
We have now obtained six systems TLK, TLK1, TLK2, TLJ, TLJ1, and TLJ2.
These systems are summarized in Fig. 1 with the basic relationships among them. For
instance, TLK ⇐ TLJ in Fig. 1 shows that TLK is an extension of TLJ. Namely,
every sequent in TLJ is also a sequent in TLK, and for every sequent S in TLJ, if
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Fig. 1. Variations of sequent calculi for type assignment.
S is derivable in TLJ, then it is so in TLK. These relationships are easily veri'ed.
Furthermore, TNJ is equivalent to TLJ2.
Proposition 3.4. A sequent is derivable in TNJ if and only if it is derivable in TLJ2.
Note that a judgement in TNJ is coincident with a sequent in TLJ2.
Proof. The only-if part is straightforward by induction on the height of the derivation
tree in TLJ2. For the if part, it is enough to show that the rules of TLJ2 are all
admissible in TNJ. First, we need to show that (Cut)∗ is admissible in TNJ. This is
veri'ed in the following general form. In TNJ, if  . N : 
 and &1; x : 
; &2 . M : 
are derivable, then 1; &1; &2 . M [x := N ] :  is derivable. This is easily proved by
induction on the height of the derivation tree for &1; x : 
; &2 . M : . With this fact,
it is proved that all the other rules are also admissible in TNJ. For instance, we treat
(→L)∗. Suppose TNJ1 . N : 
 and TNJ  z : ; 1 . M : . Then, with (Weakening)
and (→E), we have TNJ  x : 
→ ; 1 . xN : , and therefore, with (Cut)∗, we have
TNJ  x : 
→ ; 1; 2.M [z := xN ] : . For the other rules, the admissibility is similarly
proved.
Another sequent-style formulation of type assignment is found in [1, 2, 6]. The system
proposed in [1] is similar to TLJ except that subjects in the antecedent of a sequent are
restricted to the form xN1 : : : Nn. The system proposed in [2, 6] is essentially equivalent
to TLJ2, except that it has the type constant ! and does not have (Eq).
The completeness problem of TNJ for classical models is reduced to the problem of
whether the relation ⇐ in Fig. 1 is conservative. In general, a sequent calculus T is
said to be a conservative extension of another sequent calculus T ′, when the following
two conditions are satis'ed: every sequent in T ′ is also a sequent in T , and for every
sequent S in T ′, S is derivable in T if and only if it is so in T ′. By Theorem 3.1
and Proposition 3.4, if TLK were a conservative extension of TLJ2, then we could
conclude that TNJ is complete for classical models. However, this conservativity is not
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actually the case. For example, consider the following two sequents, which express the
distributive laws of ∧ over ∨ and over ∃, respectively:
(Dist∨) x : (
 ∨ ) ∧  . x : (
 ∧ ) ∨ ( ∧ )
(Dist∃) x : (∃t :
) ∧  . x :∃t :
 ∧  (t =∈ FTV())
These two are derivable in TLJ1 (and so in TLK), but neither is derivable in TLJ2.
This underivability will be proved in Section 9. In [26], it has been proved that TLK1
and TLJ1 are conservative extensions of TLK2 with (Dist∃), and TLJ2 with (Dist∃)
and (Dist∨), respectively:
Proposition 3.5. Let  be a sequence of statements whose subjects are pairwise dis-
tinct variables.
(i) A sequent  . % is derivable in TLK1 if and only if it is derivable in TLK2 with
(Dist∃).
(ii) A sequent .M : 
 is derivable in TLJ1 if and only if it is derivable in TLJ2 with
(Dist∨) and (Dist∃).
We can extend Proposition 3.4 into the case where (Dist∨) and (Dist∃) are added.
Proposition 3.6. A sequent .M : 
 is derivable in TNJ with (Dist∨) and (Dist∃) if
and only if it is derivable in TLJ2 with (Dist∨) and (Dist∃).
Proof. Similar to Proposition 3.4.
The next problem is whether TLK is a conservative extension of TLJ1. This con-
servativity does not hold. For example,
x : ∀t:(t → t) ∨ s . x : ∀t:(t → t) ∨ s
is derivable in TLK2, but it is underivable in TLJ. This underivability will be proved
in Section 9. Furthermore, consider the following sequent:
x : ∀t:((→ → ) ∧ (→ → )) ∨ (→ 
→ );
y : 
→ (∃t:); y : ∀t:t → t;
z : 
; z : ∀t: ∨  . x(yz)z : ;
where t occurs free in , , and , and it does not occur free in 
 or . This sequent
is derivable in TLK and TLJ. However, it is probably underivable in TLK1 or TLJ1,
although the author has not obtained the formal proof.
In the two counter-examples above, it is signi'cant where type quanti'ers occur in a
type. In order to avoid them, we introduce a class of sequents, called stable sequents,
including all sequents without type quanti'er.
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Denition (Stable sequents): Let T+ and T− be the least sets of types such that the
following conditions are satis'ed:
(1) every type without type quanti'er is contained in T+ and T−,
(2) if 
; ∈T+, then 
 ∧ ; 
 ∨ ∈T+,
(3) if 
; ∈T−, then 
 ∧ ; 
 ∨ ∈T−,
(4) if 
∈T+ and t is a type variable, then ∀t :
∈T+,
(5) if 
∈T− and t is a type variable, then ∃t :
∈T−,
(6) if 
∈T− and ∈T+, then 
→ ∈T+,
(7) if 
∈T+ and ∈T−, then 
→ ∈T−.
A statement M : 
 is said to be stable if and only if 
∈T+. A sequent .% is said
to be stable if and only if 
∈T− for every type 
 of statements in , and ∈T+ for
every type  of statements in %.
If we use the notion of negative part and positive part of formulas, then T+ and
T− are de'ned as follows: T+ is the set of all types in which universal (existential)
quanti'er occurs only in the positive (negative) parts, and T− is the set of all types
in which universal (existential) quanti'er occurs only in the negative (positive) parts.
Here are a few examples. If 
, 1, and 2 are types without type quanti'er,
then
L : ∃s:
 . M : ∀t:(∃u1:1)→ (∀u2:2)
is a stable sequent. On the other hand, neither
L : ∀s: . M : 
nor
L :  . M : → (∃t:)
is stable.
A stable sequent has a good property. It is easy to prove that all sequents in a cut-
free derivation tree for a stable sequent are also stable, and therefore, neither (∀L) nor
(∃R) is used in the derivation. This property is essential to the proofs to be presented
in Sections 5 and 7.
In Section 5, we show that TLK is essentially a conservative extension of TLJ for
stable sequents. In Section 7, we show that TLJ is a conservative extension of TLJ1
for stable sequents. As a consequence, we can conclude that TNJ with (Dist∨) and
(Dist∃) is complete for classical models if only stable sequents are considered.
4. Cut-elimination for TLJP
We shall introduce another sequent calculus TLJP essentially equivalent to TLJ. In
TLJ, the antecedent of each sequent is restricted to a sequence that consists of exactly
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one statement. We shall design TLJP so that TLJP can handle all sequents allowed in
TLK. This makes it easy to show the relationship between TLK and TLJ in the next
section.
Denition (TLJP): The system TLJP is the same as TLK except that an inference by
(→R), (Simple), or (→R) is allowed only when the succedent of the sequent in the
inference consists of exactly one statement. Namely, (→R), (Simple), and (→R) are
of TLJ, and the other rules are of TLK.
In this section we shall show that TLJP satis'es the cut-elimination theorem. Our
sequent calculi have type quanti'ers, and thus, we cannot directly apply Gentzen’s
original proof [9] of the cut-elimination theorem (Hauptsatz) for LK or LJ. We shall
use a proof technique similar to the one in the proof of the cut-elimination theorem
for TLK in [26]. We shall construct the canonical Kripke model Kˆ and prove that, if
a sequent is underivable in TLJP without (Cut), then it is not valid in Kˆ. This implies
that TLJP − (Cut) is complete for Kripke models. Furthermore, TLJP will be proved
sound for Kripke models, and therefore, TLJP satis'es the cut-elimination theorem.
Our proof technique is similar to the one used by Takahashi [21] and Prawitz [20],
who solved Takeuti’s conjecture. See Sections 8 and 21 of [22].
For the proof we extend the de'nitions of -terms and types by adding constants.
Let K be a set of term constants and type constants. The set of all term constants
in K is denoted by Kterm, and the set of all type constants in K is denoted by Ktype.
A -term over K is a -term that may contain term constants in K . A type over K is
a type that may contain type constants in K . When M is a -term over K and 
 is a
type over K , the expression M : 
 is called a statement over K .
We shall de'ne the canonical Kripke model Kˆ after introducing a terminology.
Denition (Semi-maximal consistent triples in TLJP): Let K be a set of constants,
and let , and - be two (possibly in'nite) sets of statements over K . We write
TLJP − (Cut)  , . - if and only if  . % is derivable in TLJP without (Cut) for
some 'nite sequences ⊆, and %⊆-. Similarly, we write TLJP− (Cut)  , .- if
and only if there exists no pair of 'nite sequences ⊆, and %⊆- such that  . %
is derivable in TLJP without (Cut).
The triple (K;,;-) is said to be semi-maximal consistent (in TLJP) if and only if
the following conditions are satis'ed:
(1) TLJP− (Cut)  , . -,
(2) if M : 
∧ ∈,, then M : 
∈, and M : ∈,,
(3) if M : 
∧ ∈-, then M : 
∈- or M : ∈-,
(4) if M : 
 ∨ ∈,, then M : 
∈, or M : ∈,,
(5) if M : 
 ∨ ∈-, then M : 
∈- and M : ∈-,
(6) if M : 
→ ∈,, then N : 
∈- or MN : ∈, for every -term N over K ,
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(7) if M :∀t :
∈,, then M : 
[t := ]∈, for every type  over K ,
(8) if M :∃t :
∈,, then M : 
[t := ]∈, for some type  over K ,
(9) if M :∃t :
∈-, then M : 
[t := ]∈- for every type  over K .
Note that the above conditions do not include the case M : 
→ ∈- or M :∀t :

∈-.
We de'ne the canonical Kripke premodel Kˆ=(Wˆ; Mˆ; Tˆ). Let Uˆ be a countably
in'nite set of constants such that both Uˆterm and Uˆtype contain in'nitely many constants.
The possible worlds in Wˆ are semi-maximal consistent triples (K;,;-) such that
K ⊆ Uˆ , and both Uˆterm −Kterm and Uˆtype −Ktype contain in'nitely many constants. The
preorder  on Wˆ is de'ned as follows:
(K;,;-)  (K ′; ,′; -′) if and only if K ⊆K ′ and ,⊆,′:
Let (Dˆ; ·; < − =) be the open term -model generated from the set of all -terms over
Uˆterm. Namely, it is de'ned as follows:
Uˆ = {[M ] |M is a -term over Uˆ term};
where [M ] is the equivalence class containing M with respect to ∼=,
[M ] · [N ] = [MN ]
and
<M =w = [M [x1; : : : ; xn := N1; : : : ; Nn]];
where FV(M)= {x1; : : : ; xn} and (xi)= [Ni] (16i6n). For each possible world w=
(K;,;-), the -model Mˆw =(Dˆw; ·w; <− =w) is the submodel of (Dˆ; ·; <− =) obtained by
restricting the underlying set Dˆw to
Dˆw = {[M ] |M is a -term over Kterm}:
It is easily veri'ed that, if ww′, then Mˆw is a submodel of Mˆw′ .
We say that a partial domain P is approximated by a type 
 over Uˆ , if and only
if the following conditions are satis'ed:
– Dom(P)= { (K;,;-)∈Wˆ | the type constants in 

are all contained in K},
– for every w=(K;,;-)∈Dom(P),
(1) if M : 
∈,, then [M ]∈P[w],
(2) if M : 
∈-, then [M ] =∈P[w].
We de'ne
Tˆ = {P |P is a partial domain approximated by some type over Uˆ}:
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We introduce a notation on partial domains. For each type  over Uˆ we de'ne the
partial domain ‖‖ as follows:
Dom(‖‖) = {(K;,;-) ∈ Wˆ | the type constants in 
are all contained in K};
‖‖[(K;,;-)] = {[M ] ∈ Dˆ(K;,;-) |M :  ∈ ,};
It is easily checked that ‖‖ is approximated by .
Now we have completed the de'nition of the canonical Kripke premodel Kˆ. We
show that Kˆ is a Kripke model with the desired property.
Lemma 4.1. Let K be a countable set of constants in Uˆ such that both Uˆterm−Kterm
and Uˆtype − Ktype contain in=nitely many constants. Let , and - be two countable
sets of statements over K . Suppose TLJP− (Cut)  ,.-. Then; there exists a semi-
maximal consistent triple (K ′; ,′; -′)∈Wˆ such that ,⊆,′; -⊆-′; Kterm =K ′term ;
and Ktype⊆K ′type.
Proof. Let K ′′type be a countably in'nite set of type constants in Uˆtype such that K
′′
type ∩
Ktype = ∅ and Uˆtype −Ktype −K ′′type is in'nite. De'ne K ′=K ∪K ′′type. Let Mk : 
k (k =0;
1; : : :) be a countably in'nite sequence of statements over K ′ such that every statement
over K ′ occurs in'nitely many times in the sequence. Using this sequence, we construct
a countably in'nite sequence of ,k . -k (k =0, 1; : : :) such that
– ,k and -k are sets of statements over K ′,
– ,0 . -0 is , . -,
– ,k ⊆,k+1 and -k ⊆-k+1,
– TLJP− (Cut)  ,k . -k .
Supposing ,k .-k has been constructed, we de'ne ,k+1 .-k+1. When Mk : 
k does
not occur in ,k or -k , we de'ne ,k+1 . -k+1 as the same as ,k . -k . When 
k is a
type variable, ,k+1 . -k+1 is also de'ned as ,k . -k . Otherwise, we distinguish cases
according to the outermost symbol of 
k . Note that Mk : 
k is contained not both in
,k and in -k , since  ,k . -k .
Case 1 (
k ≡ ∧  and Mk : 
k ∈,k): De'ne ,k+1 .-k+1 as {Mk : }∪ {Mk : }∪,k
. -k .
Case 2 (
k ≡ ∧  and Mk : 
k ∈-k): Since  ,k . -k , either  ,k . -k ∪{Mk : }
or  ,k .-k ∪{Mk : }. We de'ne ,k+1 .-k+1 as the underivable sequent of them. In
case both sequents are underivable, we choose either of them arbitrarily.
Case 3 (
k ≡ ∨  and Mk : 
k ∈,k): This is treated in a manner symmetric to
Case 2.
Case 4 (
k ≡  ∨  and Mk : 
k ∈-k): This is treated in a manner symmetric to
Case 1.
Case 5 (
k ≡ →  and Mk : 
k ∈,k): If N : ∈-k or MkN : ∈,k for every -term
N over K ′, then ,k+1 . -k+1 is de'ned as the same as ,k . -k . Otherwise, let N be
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the 'rst -term over K ′ such that N :  =∈-k and MkN :  =∈,k . Here we assume that
all -terms over K ′ are enumerated. Since  ,k . -k , either  ,k . -k ∪{N : } or
 {MkN : }∪,k . -k . We de'ne ,k+1 . -k+1 as the underivable sequent of them.
Case 6 (
k ≡ →  and Mk : 
k ∈-k): De'ne ,k+1 . -k+1 as the same as ,k . -k .
Case 7 (
k ≡∀t : and Mk : 
k ∈,k): Let  be the 'rst type over K ′ such that
Mk : [t := ] =∈,k . Since K ′′type is in'nite, there exists such a type . Here we assume
that all types over K ′ are enumerated. De'ne ,k+1 .-k+1 as {Mk : [t := ]}∪,k .-k .
Case 8 (
k ≡∀t : and Mk : 
k ∈-k): De'ne ,k+1 . -k+1 as the same as ,k . -k .
Case 9 (
k ≡∃t : and Mk : 
k ∈,k): We assume that all type constants in K ′′type are
enumerated. Let p be the 'rst type constant in the enumeration such that p does not
occur in ,k or -k . De'ne ,k+1 . -k+1 as {Mk : [t :=p]}∪,k . %.
Case 10 (
k ≡∃t : and Mk : 
k ∈-k): This is treated in a manner similar to Case 7.





k -k . From the construction and the fact that each statement over K
′ occurs
in'nitely many times in the sequence Mk : 
k (k =0, 1; : : :), it is easily veri'ed that
(K ′; ,′; -′) satis'es the required conditions.
Lemma 4.2. For each w=(K;,;-)∈Wˆ; the following two hold:
(i) If M : 
→ ∈-; then there exist w′=(K ′; ,′; -′)∈Wˆ and a -term N over K ′
such that ww′; N : 
∈,′; and MN : ∈-′.
(ii) If M :∀t :
∈-; then there exist w′=(K ′; ,′; -′)∈Wˆ and a type  over K ′ such
that ww′ and M : 
[t := ]∈-′.
Proof. (i) Suppose M : 
→ ∈-. Let c be a term constant in Uˆ − K . We 'rst show
that  {c : 
}∪, . Mc : . Suppose  c : 
;  . Mc :  for some 'nite ⊆,. Then, we
have  x : 
;  . Mx :  for a variable x =∈FV()∪FV(M). Therefore,   . M : 
→ ,
but this contradicts that  , . -. Now we have proved that  {c : 
}∪, . Mx : .
By Lemma 4.1, there is (K ′; ,′; -′)∈Wˆ such that K ∪{c}⊆K ′, {c : 
}∪,⊆,′, and
Mx : ∈-′.
(ii) Suppose M :∀t :
∈-. Let p be a type constant in Uˆ − K . We show that 
,.M : 
[t :=p]. Suppose .M : 
[t :=p] for some 'nite ⊆,. Then, .M : 
[t := s]
for a type variable s =∈FTV()∪FTV(
), and therefore   . M :∀t :
. However, this
contradicts that ,.-. We have proved  ,.M : 
[t :=p]. By Lemma 4.1, there is
(K ′; ,′; -′)∈Wˆ such that K ∪{p}⊆K ′, ,⊆,′, and M : 
[t :=p]∈-′.
Lemma 4.3. Let w=(K;,;-)∈Wˆ; M a -term over K; 
 a type without constant;
FTV(
)= {t1; : : : ; tn}; 1; : : : ; n types over K; and  a type environment in Tˆ such
that  (ti) is approximated by i for each i (16i6n). Then; w∈Dom(<
= ) and:
(i) if M : 
[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]∈,; then [M ]∈ <
= [w];
(ii) if M : 
[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]∈-; then [M ] =∈ <
= [w].
Proof. By de'nition, it is obvious that w∈Dom(<
= ). We prove (i) and (ii), simul-
taneously, by induction on the structure of 
. We abbreviate 
[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]
to 
′.
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Case 1 (
≡ ti): It is obvious by de'nition.
Case 2 (
≡ ∧ ): (i) Suppose M : ′ ∧ ′ ∈,. Then, by the conditions of semi-
maximal consistent triples, M : ′ ∈, and M : ′ ∈,. Therefore, by induction hypoth-
esis, [M ]∈ <= [w] and [M ]∈ <= [w], so that [M ]∈ <∧ = [w].
(ii) Suppose M : ′ ∧ ′ ∈-. Then, by the conditions of semi-maximal consistent
triples, M : ′ ∈- or M : ′ ∈-. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, [M ] =∈ <= [w] or
[M ] =∈ <= [w], so that [M ] =∈ <∧ = [w].
Case 3 (≡ 
 ∨ ): This is treated in a manner symmetric to Case 2.
Case 4 (
≡ → ): (i) Suppose M : ′→ ′ ∈,. Let w′=(K ′; ,′; -′)∈Wˆ such
that ww′. Let N be a type over K ′. Then, by the condition of semi-maximal
triples, N : ′ ∈-′ or MN : ′ ∈,′. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, [N ] =∈ <= [w′]
or [MN ]∈ <= [w′]. Since w′ and N are arbitrary, we have [M ]∈ <→ = [w].
(ii) Suppose M : ′→ ′ ∈-. Then, by Lemma 4.2(i), there is w=(K ′; ,′; -′)∈Wˆ
and a -term N over K ′ such that ww′, N : ′ ∈,′, and MN : ′ ∈-′. Therefore, by
induction hypothesis, [N ]∈ <= [w′] and [MN ] =∈ <= [w′], so that [M ] =∈ <→ = [w].
Case 5 (
≡∀t :): Let (∀t :)[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]≡∀s :, where ≡ [t := s] and
s =∈FTV(1)∪ · · · ∪FTV(n).
(i) Suppose M :∀s :∈,. Let w′=(K ′; ,′; -′)∈Wˆ such that ww′. Let P ∈ Tˆ
such that w′ ∈Dom(P). Then, by the de'nition of Tˆ, there is a type  over K ′ such
that P is approximated by . By the conditions of semi-maximal consistent triples,
M : [s := ]∈,′. By de'nition, 1; : : : ; n, and  are types over K ′, and [s := ]≡ 
[t1; : : : ; tn; t := 1; : : : ; n; ]. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, [M ]∈ <= (t := P)[w′].
Since w′ and P are arbitrary, we have [M ]∈ <∀t := [w].
(ii) Suppose M :∀s :∈-. Then, by Lemma 4.2(ii), there is w′=(K ′; ,′; -′)∈Wˆ
and a type  over K ′ such that ww′ and M : [s := ]∈-′. By induction hypothesis,
[M ] =∈ <= (t := ‖‖)[w′], and therefore, [M ] =∈ <∀t := [w].
Case 6 (
≡∃t :): Let (∀t :)[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]≡∀s :, where ≡ [t := s] and
s =∈FTV(1)∪ · · · ∪FTV(n).
(i) Suppose M :∃t :∈,. Then, by the conditions of semi-maximal consistent triples,
there is a type  over K such that M : [s := ]∈,. By induction hypothesis, [M ]∈
<= (t := ‖‖)[w], and therefore, [M ]∈ <∃t := [w].
(ii) Suppose M :∃s :∈-. Let P ∈ Tˆ such that w∈Dom(P). Then, by de'nition,
there is a type  over K such that P is approximated by . By the conditions of
semi-maximal consistent triples, M : [s := ]∈-. Therefore, by induction hypothesis,
[M ] =∈ <= (t := P)[w]. Since P is arbitrary, we have [M ] =∈ <∃t := [w].
Lemma 4.4. For every pair of type 
 without constant and type environment  ; the
partial domain <
= is contained in Tˆ. Namely; Kˆ is a Kripke model.
Proof. Let FTV(
)= {t1; : : : ; tn}. By de'nition, for each i (16i6n) there exists a type
i over Uˆ such that  (ti) is approximated by i. Let 
′≡ 
[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]. We
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show that <
= is approximated by 
′. For the domain Dom(<
= ),
Dom(<
= ) = {w ∈ Wˆ |w ∈ Dom( (ti)) for every i (16i6n)}
= {(K;,;-) ∈ Wˆ | every i is a type over K
for every i (16i6n)}
= {(K;,;-) ∈ Wˆ | 
′ is a type over K}:
For w=(K;,;-)∈Dom(<
= ), by Lemma 4.3, if M : 
′ ∈,, then [M ]∈ <
= [w]; and
if M : 
′ ∈-, then [M ] =∈ <
= [w]. Consequently, <
= is approximated by 
′.
Lemma 4.5. If a sequent is underivable in TLJP without (Cut); then it is not valid in
Kˆ=(Wˆ; Mˆ; Tˆ).
Proof. Suppose TLJP− (Cut)   .%. Then, by Lemma 4.1, there is w0 = (K;,;-)∈
Wˆ such that ⊆, and %⊆-. De'ne term environment 0 in Mˆw0 and type envi-
ronment  0 in Tˆ by 0(x)= [x] and  0(t)= ‖t‖, respectively. Then, by Lemma 4.3,
<M =w00 ∈ <
= 0 [w0] for every statement M : 
 in , and <N =w00 =∈ <= 0 [w0] for every state-
ment N : 
 in %. Therefore,  . % is not valid in Kˆ.
Theorem 4.6 (Completeness of TLJP). A sequent is derivable in TLJP if and only if
it is valid in all Kripke models.
Proof. The only-if part is straightforward by induction on the height of the derivation
tree. The if part follows from Lemma 4.5.
Theorem 4.7 (Cut-elimination for TLJP). If a sequent is derivable in TLJP; then it
can be derived without (Cut).
Proof. From Lemma 4.5 and the only-if part of Theorem 4.6.
5. Relationship between TLK and TLJ
In this section we shall show that TLK and TLJ are essentially equivalent for stable
sequents. In Section 4, we introduced TLJP, a variant of TLJ, that can handle all
sequents allowed in TLK. Since both TLJ and TLJP are complete for Kripke models,
TLJP is a conservative extension of TLJ. We wish that TLJP were equivalent to TLK
for stable sequents. However, the equivalence does not generally hold for all stable
sequents. For example,
x:y : s→ t . y : t ∨ (s→ u)
is derivable in TLK, but it is underivable in TLJ or TLJP. See [26]. The point is that
the antecedent of the sequent contains a subject in the form of an abstraction term.
We postulate a condition on sequents in order to avoid this counter example.
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Denition (Regularizable sequents): A sequent  .% is said to be regularizable if and
only if every subject in  has a normal form other than an abstraction term.
We remark that the concept of regularizable sequents is rather like the concept of
normal-subjects basis de'ned on p. 175 of [15]. A normal-subjects basis is a basis
whose subjects are normal forms other than abstraction terms.
We shall show that a stable and regularizable sequent is derivable in TLK if and
only if it is derivable in TLJP. First we shall show basic properties of regularizable
sequents after introducing a notion concerning regularizable sequents.
Denition (Regular derivation trees): A sequent  .% is said to be regular if and
only if every subject in  is a normal form other than an abstraction term and every
subject in % is a normal form. A derivation tree is said to be regular if and only if it
has no inference by (Cut) or (Cut)∗ and all sequents in the derivation tree are regular.
In general, for a sequent calculus T for type assignment, we write Treg  .% if and
only if  .% is regular and there exists a regular derivation tree for  .% in T . Note
that a regular derivation tree has no inference by (Eq).
Lemma 5.1. (i) If TLKreg  .% and x =∈FV(%); then TLKreg ′ .%; where ′ is
the sequence obtained from  by deleting all statements L : 
 such that x∈FV(L).
(ii) (i) holds for TLJPreg.
Proof. They are straightforward by induction on the height of the regular derivation
tree.
Lemma 5.2. Let  .% be a regularizable sequent:
(i) If TLK .%; then there exists a nonempty %′⊆% such that every subject in
%′ has a normal form and TLKreg  norm() . norm(%′).
(ii) (i) holds for TLJP and TLJPreg.
Proof. (i) By the cut-elimination theorem for TLK, there exists a cut-free derivation
tree for  .%. We use induction on the height of the cut-free derivation tree. We
distinguish cases according to the rule applied at the last step of the derivation.
Case 1 (→L):
1 . %1; N : 
 LN : ; 2 . %2
L : 
→ ; 1; 2 . %1; %2
By induction hypothesis, there exists a nonempty sequence %′1⊆%1∪{N : 
} such that
every subject in %′1 has a normal form and TLKreg  norm(1) . norm(%′1). If N : 
 is
not in %′1, then the lemma is derived immediately. Suppose N : 
 is in %
′
1. Then, N has
a normal form, and norm(LN )≡ norm(L)norm(N ) since norm(L) is not an abstraction
term. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, there exists a nonempty sequence %′2⊆%2
such that every subject in %′2 has a normal form and TLKreg  norm(L)norm(N ) : ;
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norm(2) . norm(%′2). Consequently, we have
TLKreg  norm(L) : 
→ ; norm(1); norm(2) . norm(%′′1 ); norm(%′2);
where %′′1 is the sequence obtained from %
′




;  . %1; Mx : 
 . %1; M : 
→  (x =∈FV() ∪ FV(%1) ∪ FV(M))
By induction hypothesis, there exists a nonempty sequence %′⊆%1 ∪{M : 
→ } such
that every subject in %′ has a normal form and TLKreg  x : 
; norm() . norm(%′).
We distinguish two subcases.
Subcase 2-1 (Mx : ∈%′): Let %′′ be the sequence obtained from %′ by deleting
Mx : . If norm(M)≡ x :M1, then norm(Mx)≡M1, and therefore, by (→R), TLKreg 
norm() .%′′; x :M1 : 
→ . If norm(M) is not an abstraction term, then norm(Mx)≡
norm(M)x, and therefore, by (Simple), TLKreg  norm() .%′′; norm(M) : 
→ .
Subcase 2-2 (Mx :  =∈%′) : By de'nition, x =∈FV(%′), and therefore, by Lemma 5.1(i),
TLKreg  norm() . norm(%′).
The other cases are similar.
(ii) Similar to (i).
The diHerence between TLK and TLJP lies in the rules (→R), (Simple), and (→R).
In TLJP, an inference by these rules is allowed only when the succedent of each sequent
in the inference consists of exactly one statement. For the proof of the equivalence
of TLK and TLJP, we need to show that (→R), (Simple), and (→R) without the
restriction are admissible in TLJP. However, it is quite diBcult to directly prove this
fact. The main reason is that the expressive power of typing statements is too weak
to express the induction hypothesis required in the proof. To overcome this diBculty,
we extend the de'nition of statements.
Denition (Extended statements): An extended statement is de'ned as follows:
(1) every statement M : 
 is an extended statement,
(2) if A and B are extended statements, then (A∧B), (A∨B), and (A⊃B) are extended
statements,
(3) if x is a variable and A is an extended statement, then (∀xA) and (∃xA) are
extended statements,
(4) if t is a type variable and A is an extended statement, then (∀tA) and (∃tA) are
extended statements,
(5)  and ⊥ are extended statements, which stand for true and false, respectively.
For a pair of 'nite sequences  and % of extended statements, the expression  .%
is called an extended sequent.
For a 'nite sequence of ' of extended statements A1; : : : ; An, the expressions ∧'
and ∨' stand for A1 ∧ · · · ∧ An and A1 ∨ · · · ∨ An, respectively. In case n=0, we
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de'ne ∧'≡ and ∨'≡⊥. For an extended statement A, we de'ne FTV(A) as the
set of all type variables that occur free in A. Similarly, for a sequence  of extended
statements, we de'ne FTV() as the set of all type variables that occur free in .
In a standard way, an extended statement is interpreted in a Kripke model.
Denition (Interpretation of extended statements): Let K=(W;M;T) be a Kripke
model, w a possible world,  a term environment in Mw, and  a type environ-
ment in T. For each extended statement A, if w∈Dom( (t)) for every type variable
t ∈FTV(A), we de'ne the truth value p(A; w; ;  )∈{T;F} by induction on the structure
of A as follows:
(1) p(M : 
; w; ;  )=T iH <M = ∈ <
= [w],
(2) p(A ∧ B; w; ;  )=T iH p(A; w; ;  )=T and p(B; w; ;  )=T,
(3) p(A ∨ B; w; ;  )=T iH p(A; w; ;  )=T or p(B; w; ;  )=T,
(4) p(A⊃B; w; ;  )=T iH p(A; w′; ;  )=F or p(B; w′; ;  )=T for every w′  w,
(5) p(∀x :A; w; ;  )=T iH p(A; w′; (x := a);  )=T for every w′w and a∈Dw′ ,
(6) p(∃x :A; w; ;  )=T iH p(A; w; (x := a);  )=T for some a∈Dw,
(7) p(∀t :A; w; ;  )=T iH p(A; w′; ;  (t :=P))=T for every w′w and P ∈T such
that w′ ∈Dom(P),
(8) p(∃t :A; w; ;  )=T iH p(A; w; ;  (t :=P))=T for some P ∈T such that w∈
Dom(P),
(9) p(; w; ;  )=T and p(⊥; w; ;  )=F.
Note that clauses (4); (5), and (7) above are well de'ned. In fact, if ww′, then
Mw is a submodel of Mw′ , and therefore, every term environment in Mw can be
regarded as a term environment in Mw′ .
Denition (Interpretation of extended sequents): Let K=(W;M;T) be a Kripke
model, w a possible world,  a term environment in Mw, and  a type environment in
T. Let  .% be an extended sequent such that w∈Dom( (t)) for every type variable
t ∈FTV() ∪ FTV(%). When either p(A; w; ;  )=F for some extended statement A in
 or p(B; w; ;  )=T for some extended statement B in %, we write K; w; ;  |= .%.
When K; w; ;  |= .% for every triple of w, , and  such that w∈Dom( (t)) for
every type variable t ∈FTV() ∪ FTV(%), we write K |= .%.
The interpretation for statement M : 
 is harmonious with the above de'nition of
interpretation for extended statements. For example, the following two are equivalent:
(1) w∈Dom(<
→ = ) and <M =w ∈ <
→ = [w],
(2) p(∀x :(x : 
)⊃(Mx : ); w; ;  ) is de'ned, and the value is T.
The interpretation for extended statements is the same as the standard one for logical
formulas in a Kripke model. Therefore, every rule of LJ is sound for Kripke models in
our setting. This means that we can freely use the rules of LJ for checking the validity
of extended statements in a Kripke model.
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Using extended statements, we show that (→R) and (Simple) for TLK are admis-
sible in TLJPreg.
Lemma 5.3. (i) Let TLJPreg &; .%;'. If x =∈FV() ∪ FV(%) and x∈FV(L) for
every subject L in &; then K |= .%; ∀x :(∧&)⊃(∨') for every Kripke model K.
(ii) If TLJPreg  x : 
;  .%;M :  and x =∈FV() ∪ FV(%); then TLJPreg  .%;
x :M : 
→ .
(iii) If TLJPreg  x : 
;  .%;Mx :  and x =∈FV() ∪ FV(%) ∪ FV(M); then TLJPreg
 .%;M : 
→ .
Note that these three hold even for nonstable sequents.
Proof. (i) The proof is by induction on the height of the regular derivation tree for
&; .%;' in TLJP. In the proof, the antecedent and succedent of each sequent are
regarded as multi-sets instead of sequences, in order to avoid explicit treatment of the
rule (Exchange). Below let K be a Kripke model. We distinguish cases according to
the rule applied at the last step of the derivation.
Case 1 (Initial): Let &; .%;' be L : 
 . L : 
. By the condition, we have either
&= {L : 
}=' or = {L : 
}=%. In both cases, the lemma holds.
Case 2 (→L):
&1; 1 . %1; '1; N : 
 LN : ; &2; 2 . %2; '2
L : 
→ ; &1; &2; 1; 2 . %1; %2; '1; '2
where &1 ∪ &2⊆&, 1 ∪ 2⊆, %1 ∪ %2 =%, and '1 ∪'2 ='. We distinguish three
more subcases according to whether the variable x is contained in FV(L) or FV(N ).
Subcase 2-1 (x∈FV(L)): By induction hypothesis,
K |= 1 . %1;∀x:(∧&1)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (N : 
)
and
K |= 2 . %2;∀x:(LN : ) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'2):
Since the rules of LJ are sound for all Kripke models, it is easily veri'ed that
K |= ∀x:(∧&1)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (N : 
);∀x:(LN : ) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'2)
. ∀x:(L : 
→ ) ∧ (∧&1) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (∨'2):
Therefore,
K |= 1; 2 . %1; %2;
∀x:(L : 
→ ) ∧ (∧&1) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (∨'2):
Subcase 2-2 (x =∈FV(L) and x∈FV(N )): By induction hypothesis,
K |= 1 . %1; ∀x:(∧&1)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (N : 
)
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and
K |= 2 . %2; ∀x:(LN : ) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'2):
By simple calculation we have
K |= L : 
→ ; ∀x:(∧&1)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (N : 
); ∀x:(LN : ) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'2)
. ∀x:(∧&1) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (∨'2):
Therefore,
K |= L : 
→ ; 1; 2 . %1; %2; ∀x:(∧&1) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (∨'2):
Subcase 2-3 (x =∈FV(L) and x =∈FV(N )): By induction hypothesis,
K |= 1 . %1; N : 
; ∀x:(∧&1)⊃(∨'1)
and
K |= LN : ; 2 . %2; ∀x:(∧&2)⊃(∨'2):
Since K |=L : 
→ ; N : 
 . LN : , we have
K |= L : 
→ ; 1; 2 . %1; %2;
∀x:(∧&1)⊃(∨'1); ∀x:(∧&2)⊃(∨'2):
By simple calculation we have
K |= ∀x:(∧&1)⊃(∨'1) . ∀x:(∧&1) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (∨'2)
and
K |= ∀x:(∧&2)⊃(∨'2) . ∀x:(∧&1) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (∨'2):
Consequently,
K |= L : 
→ ; 1; 2 . %1; %2; ∀x:(∧&1) ∧ (∧&2)⊃(∨'1) ∨ (∨'2):
Case 3 (→R):
y : 
; &;  . M : 
&;  . y :M : 
→  (y =∈ FV(&) ∪ FV())
We distinguish two subcases.
Subcase 3-1 (%= {y :M : 
→ } and '= ∅): By Lemma 5.1(ii), TLJPreg y : 
;
 .M : , since x =∈FV(M). By the soundness of TLJP for Kripke models, K |= .
y :M : 
→ , and therefore, K |= . y :M : 
→ ; ∀x :(∧&)⊃⊥.
Subcase 3-2 (%= ∅ and '= {y :M : 
→ }): By the soundness of TLJP for Kripke
models, K |=&; . y :M : 
→ , and therefore, K |= . ∀x :(∧&)⊃(y :M : 
→ ).
Case 4 (Simple): Similar to Case 3.
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Case 5 (∀R): Similar to Case 3.
Case 6 (∧L):
L : 
; &1; 1 . %;'
L : 
 ∧ ; &1; 1 . %;'
Subcase 6-1 (&= {L : 
∧ }∪&1 and =1): By induction hypothesis, K |=1 .%;
∀x :(L : 
) ∧ (∧&1)⊃(∨'). By simple calculation, it is veri'ed that K |=∀x :(L : 
) ∧
(∧&1)⊃(∨') . ∀x :(L : 
∧)∧(∧&1)⊃(∨'), and therefore,K |=1 .%;∀x :(L : 
∧)∧
(∧&1)⊃(∨').
Subcase 6-2 (&=&1 and = {L : 
 ∧ } ∪ 1): By induction hypothesis, K |=L : 
;
1 .%; ∀x :(∧&1)⊃(∨'). Since K |=L : 
 ∧  . L : 
, we have K |=L : 
 ∧ ; 1 .%;
∀x :(∧&1)⊃(∨').
The other rules are treated in a way similar to (∧L).
(ii) Suppose TLJPreg  x : 
;  .%;M :  and x =∈FV() ∪ FV(%). Then, by (i), K |=
 .%;∀x :(x : 
)⊃(M : ) for every Kripke model K. By de'nition,
<x:M =w ∈ <
→ = [w] iH K; w; ;  |= ∀x:(x : 
)⊃(M : );
where w∈Dom( (s)) for every type variable s∈FTV(
→ ). Therefore, K |= .%;
x :M : 
→ . By the completeness theorem of TLJP for Kripke models, TLJP .%;
x :M : 
→ , and therefore, by Lemma 5.2(ii), we have TLJPreg  .%; x :M : 
→ .
(iii) Similar to (i).
We next show that (∀R) for TLK is admissible in TLJP for stable sequents.
Lemma 5.4. (i) Let  .%;' be a stable sequent; and let t =∈FTV() ∪ FTV(%). If
TLJP .%;'; then K |= .%;∀t :(∨') for every Kripke model K.
(ii) Let  .%;M : 
 be a stable sequent; and let t =∈FTV()∪FTV(%). If TLJP
 .%;M : 
; then TLJP .%;M :∀t :
.
Note that these two hold even for non-regularizable sequents.
Proof. (i) By the cut-elimination theorem for TLJP, every derivable sequent in TLJP
has a cut-free derivation tree. As explained at the end of Section 3, all sequents in the
cut-free derivation tree for a stable sequent are also stable, and therefore, neither (∀L)
nor (∃R) is used in the derivation. We show the lemma by induction on the height of
the cut-free derivation tree. In the proof, the antecedent and succedent of each sequent
are regarded as multi-sets instead of sequences. Below let K be a Kripke model. We
distinguish cases according to the rule applied at the last step of the derivation.
Case 1 (Initial): Let  .%;' be L : 
 . L : 
. Then, by the condition, t =∈FTV(
), so
that the lemma holds.
Case 2 (→L):
1 . %1; '1; N : 
 LN : ; 2 . %2; '2
L : 
→ ; 1; 2 . %1; %2; '1; '2
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where %=%1 ∪%2 and '='1 ∪'2. By assumption, t =∈FTV(
)∪FTV(). Therefore,
by induction hypothesis,
K |= 1 . %1; N : 
; ∀t:(∨'1)
and
K |= LN : ; 2 . %2; ∀t:(∨'2):
Since K |=L : 
→ ; N : 
 . LN : , we have
K |= L : 
→ ; 1; 2 . %1; %2; ∀t:(∨'1); ∀t:(∨'2):
By simple calculation we haveK |=∀t :(∨'1) . ∀t:(∨'1)∨(∨'2) andK |=∀t :(∨'2) .
∀t:(∨'1) ∨ (∨'2). Consequently,
K |= L : 
→ ; 1; 2 . %1; %2; ∀t:(∨'1) ∨ (∨'2):
Case 3 (→R):
x : 
;  . M : 
 . x:M : 
→  (x =∈ FV())
There are two cases: (1) %={x :M :
→} and '=∅, (2) %=∅ and '={x :M :

→}. In both cases, the lemma holds, since K |= . x :M : 
→  by the soundness
of TLJP for Kripke models.
Case 4 (Simple): Similar to Case 3.
Case 5 (∀R): Similar to Case 3.
Case 6 (∨R):
 . %1; '1; M : 

 . %1; '1; M : 
 ∨ 
Subcase 6-1 (%=%1 and '='1 ∪{M : 
 ∨ }): By induction hypothesis, K |= .
%1; ∀t :(∨'1)∨(M : 
). By simple calculation, it is veri'ed thatK |=∀t :(∨'1)∨(M : 
)
⊃∀t :(∨'1) ∨ (M : 
 ∨ ). Therefore, K |= .%1; ∀t :(∨'1) ∨ (M : 
 ∨ ).
Subcase 6-2 (%=%1 ∪{M : 
 ∨ } and '='1): By induction hypothesis, K |=
 .
%1; M : 
; ∀t :(∨'1). Since K |=M : 
 .M : 
 ∨ , we have K |= .%1; M : 
 ∨ ;
∀t :(∨'1).
The other rules are treated in a way similar to (∨R).
(ii) Suppose TLJP .%;M : 
 and t =∈FTV()∪FTV(%). Then, by (i),K |= .%;
∀t :(∨') for every Kripke model K. By de'nition,
<M =w ∈ <∀t:
= [w] iH K; w; ;  |= ∀t:(M : 
);
where w∈Dom( (s)) for every type variable s∈FTV(∀t :
). Therefore, K |= .%;
M :∀t :
. By the completeness theorem of TLJP for Kripke models, we have TLJP .
%;M :∀t :
.
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Now, we are ready to show the equivalence between TLK and TLJ for regularizable
and stable sequents.
Lemma 5.5. Let  .% be a regular and stable sequent. If TLKreg  .%; then TLJPreg
 .%.
Proof. First not that all sequents in a cut-free derivation tree for a stable sequent in
TLK are also stable. The lemma is proved by induction on the height of the regular
derivation tree in TLKreg. We distinguish cases according to the rule applied at the last
step of the derivation.
Case 1 (→R): By Lemma 5.3(ii).
Case 2 (Simple): By Lemma 5.3(iii).
Case 3 (∀R):
 . %;M : 

 . %;M :∀t:
 (t =∈ FTV() ∪ FTV(%))
By induction hypothesis, TLJPreg  .%;M : 
. Therefore, by Lemma 5.4(ii), TLJP
.%;M :∀t :
, so that, by Lemma 5.2(ii), TLJPreg  .%;M :∀t :
.
The other cases are straightforward.
Theorem 5.6. Let  .M : 
 be a regularizable and stable sequent. Then; TLK .
M : 
 if and only if TLJ .M : 
.
Proof. The if part is straightforward. We show the only-if part. Suppose TLK .
M :
. Then, by Lemma 5.2(i), M has a normal form and TLKregnorm().norm(M)
:
. By Lemma 5.5, TLJPreg  norm() . norm(M) : 
. Therefore, by the completeness
of TLJ and TLJP for Kripke models, we have TLJ .M : 
.
6. Cut-elimination for TLJ
In this section we shall show that TLJ satis'es the cut-elimination theorem. This
result will be used in showing the relationship between TLJ and TLJ1 in Section 7.
In Section 4, we have proved the cut-elimination theorem for TLJP using Kripke
models. In the case of TLJ, we shall use a Beth-model, which is well known as another
model of intuitionistic logic [5]. A Beth model is similar to a Kripke model, but the
interpretation of logical connectives in a Beth model is diHerent from that in a Kripke
model. For more information on Beth models, see [5] and Section 13 of [23]. As
mentioned in Section 1, a typing statement can be expressed by a logical formula, and
thus, it is naturally interpreted in a Beth model. We can directly de'ne the interpretation
of a typing statement in a similar way to the case of Kripke models. The resulting
de'nition of Beth models for type assignment is equivalent to that proposed in [2].
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Denition (Beth premodels): A Beth premodel (for type assignment) is a triple B=
(W;M;T) satisfying the same conditions of Kripke premodels except that W in B
is a tree instead of a preordered set.
Denition (Type interpretation in a Beth premodel): Let B=(W;M;T) be a
Beth premodel. Let p stand for a maximal chain in W. Namely, p is a subset of
W satisfying the following conditions:
– for every pair of w∈ p and w′ ∈ p, either ww′ or w′w,
– for each w∈W, if ww′ or w′w for every w′ ∈ p, then w∈ p.
For each pair of type 





= {w∈W |w∈Dom( (t)) for every type variable t ∈FTV(
) },
– for each w∈Dom(<
= ), the subset <
= [w]⊆Dw is de'ned as follows:
(1) <t= [w] = { a∈Dw | ∀pw ∃w′ ∈ p :(ww′ and a∈  (t)[w′])},
(2) < ∧ = [w] = (<= [w])∩ (<= [w]),
(3) < ∨ = [w]
= { a∈Dw | ∀pw ∃w′ ∈ p :(ww′ and (a∈ <= [w′] or a∈ <= [w′])) }.
(4) <→ = [w]
= { c∈Dw | ∀w′w ∀a∈ <= [w′] :(c ·w′ a∈ <= [w′]) },
(5) <∀t := [w]
= { a∈Dw | ∀w′w ∀P ∈T :(w′ ∈Dom(P)⇒ a∈ <= (t := P)[w′]) },
(6) <∃t := [w]
= { a∈Dw | ∀pw ∃w′ ∈ p ∃P ∈T:
(ww′, w′ ∈Dom(P) and a∈ <= (t := P)[w′]) }.
Denition (Beth models): A Beth premodel B=(W;M;T) is called a Beth
model if and only if <
= ∈T for every pair of type 
 and type environment  in T.
Denition (Validity in a Beth model): Let B=(W;M;T) be a Beth model. Let
 .M : 
 be a sequent allowed in TLJ. Let w be a possible world in W,  a term
environment in Mw, and  a type environment in T such that w∈Dom( (t)) for every
t ∈FTV()∪FTV(
). The sequent  .M : 
 is said to be valid in (B; w; ;  ) if and
only if either <L=w =∈ <= for some L :  in , or <M =w ∈ <
= . The sequent  .M : 
 is
said to be valid in B if and only if it is valid in (B; w; ;  ) for every triple of possible
world w∈W, term environment  in Mw, and type environment  in T such that
w∈Dom( (t)) for every t ∈FTV()∪FTV(
).
The following lemma shows basic properties of Beth models.
Lemma 6.1. (i) If w∈Dom(<
= ) and ww′; then
w′ ∈ Dom(<
= ) and <
= [w]⊆ <
= [w′]:




= [w] = {a ∈ Dw|∀p  w ∃w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ and a ∈ <
= [w′])}:
Proof. (i) The proof is by induction on the structure of 
. We treat only the case

≡  ∨ . The other cases are similar. Suppose w∈Dom(< ∨ = ) and ww′. Then,
by de'nition, w′ ∈Dom(<∨ = ). Let a∈ <∨ = [w] and pw′. We wish to show that
a∈ <= [w′′′] or a∈ <= [w′′′] for some w′′′ ∈ p (w′w′′′). Since p is a maximal chain
and ww′ ∈ p, we have w∈ p. Therefore, by de'nition, there exists w′′ ∈ p (ww′′)
such that a∈ <= [w′′] or a∈ <= [w′′]. Since p is a chain, either w′w′′ or w′′w′. If
w′w′′, then the desired claim is satis'ed for w′′′=w′′. If w′′w′, then a∈ <= [w′]
or a∈ <= [w′] by induction hypothesis, and thus, the desired claim is satis'ed for
w′′′=w′. Consequently, a∈ < ∨ = [w] implies a∈ < ∨ = [w′].
(ii) The proof is by induction on the structure of 
. We treat only the case 
≡ → .
The other cases are similar. Suppose w∈Dom(<→ = ). We show that
∀p  w ∃w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ and c∈ <→ = [w′])
implies c∈ <→ = [w]. The converse implication is straightforward. Let w′′w and
a∈ <= [w′′]. We wish to show that c · a∈ <= [w′′]. For this, by induction hypothesis,
it is enough to show that
∀p  w′′ ∃w′′′ ∈ p:(w′′  w′′′ and c · a ∈ <= [w′′′]):
Let pw′′ be given. Then, since pw, by the hypothesis there exists w′ ∈ p such that
ww′ and c∈ <→ = [w′]. Since p is a chain, either w′w′′ or w′′w′. If w′w′′,
then the desired claim is satis'ed for w′′′=w′′. Similarly, if w′′w′, then the desired
claim is satis'ed for w′′′=w′.
Lemma 6.2. If TLJ .M : 
; then  .M : 
 is valid in all Beth models.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the height of the derivation tree. We treat only
the case where (∨L) is applied at the last step of the derivation. The other cases are
similar. Let the last step of the derivation be as follows:
L : ;  . M : 
 L : ;  . M : 

L :  ∨ ;  . M : 

Suppose L : ;  .M : 
 and L : ;  .M : 
 are valid in B=(W;M;T). Let w∈W, 
a term environment in Mw, and  a type environment in T such that w∈Dom( (t))
for every type variable t ∈FTV( ∨ )∪FTV()∪FTV(
). Suppose <L=w ∈ < ∨ = [w]
and <N =w ∈ <= [w] for every N : ∈. We wish to show that <M =w ∈ <
= [w]. By
Lemma 6.1(ii), it is enough to show that
∀p  w ∃w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ and <M =w ∈ <
= [w′]):
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Let pw be given. Then, by de'nition, there exists w′ ∈ p with ww′ such that
<L=w ∈ <= [w′] or <L=w ∈ <= [w′]. By Lemma 6.1(i), <N =w ∈ <= [w′] for every N :  in .
Therefore, by induction hypothesis, <M =w ∈ <
= [w′].
The proof of the cut-elimination theorem for TLJ is similar to that for TLJP. We
'rst de'ne the notion of semi-maximal consistent triples in TLJ.
Denition (Semi-maximal consistent triples in TLJ): Let K be a set of constants,
and let , and - be two (possibly in'nite) sets of statements over K . We write
TLJ− (Cut),.- if and only if there exist a 'nite sequence ⊆, and a statement
M : 
∈- such that TLJ− (Cut) .M : 
. Similarly, we write TLJ− (Cut) ,.- if
and only if there exists no pair of a 'nite sequence ⊆, and a statement M : 
∈-
such that  .M : 
 is derivable in TLJ without (Cut). The triple (K;,;-) is said
to be semi-maximal consistent (in TLJ) if and only if the following conditions are
satis'ed:
(1) TLJ− (Cut) ,.-,
(2) if M : 
 ∧ ∈,, then M : 
∈, and M : ∈,,
(3) if M : 
 ∧ ∈-, then M : 
∈- or M : ∈-,
(4) if M : 
 ∨ ∈-, then M : 
∈- and M : ∈-,
(5) if M : 
→ ∈,, then N : 
∈- or MN : ∈, for every -term N over K ,
(6) if M :∀t :
∈,, then M : 
[t := ]∈, for every type  over K ,
(7) if M :∀t :
∈-, then M : 
[t := ]∈- for some type  over K ,
(8) if M :∃t :
∈,, then M : 
[t := ]∈, for some type  over K ,
(9) if M :∃t :
∈-, then M : 
[t := ]∈- for every type  over K .
Note that the conditions above do not include the case of M : 
∨ ∈, or M : 
→ 
∈-.
For the proof of the cut-elimination theorem, it is enough to show that, if TLJ −
(Cut)  ˜ . M˜ : ˜, then there exists a Beth model B˜=(W˜; M˜;T˜) in which ˜ . M˜ : ˜ is
not valid. We construct such a Beth model B˜. For W˜ we take an in'nite tree such that
every node has in'nitely many children. Furthermore, each node w in W˜ is labeled
by a semi-maximal consistent triple (Kw;,w;-w). To de'ne the labels of nodes, we
prepare a countably in'nite set U˜ of constants such that both U˜term and U˜type contain
in'nitely many constants. We 'rst show a basic property of semi-maximal consistent
triples.
Lemma 6.3. Let K be a countable set of constants in U˜ such that both U˜term−Kterm
and U˜ type − Ktype contain in=nitely many constants. Let , and - be two countable
sets of statements over K . Suppose TLJP− (Cut) ,.-. Then; there exists a semi-
maximal consistent triple (K ′; ,′; -′)∈ W˜ such that ,⊆,′; -⊆-′; Kterm =K ′term ;
and Ktype⊆K ′type.
Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 4.1 for TLJP, and thus we omit it.
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We are ready to de'ne the label (Kw;,w;-w). We use the notation SemiCon(K;,;-)
for the semi-maximal consistent triple (K ′; ,′; -′) generated from (K;,;-) by
Lemma 6.3. Let Lk : 
k (k =0, 1; : : :) be a countably in'nite sequence of statements
such that every statement over U˜ occurs in'nitely many times in the sequence. We
de'ne (Kw;,w;-w) by induction on the level of node w in the tree W˜. Given
TLJ − (Cut)  ˜ . M˜ : ˜, the root of W˜ is labeled by SemiCon(∅; ˜; {M˜ : ˜}). Sup-
posing we have de'ned the label (Kw;,w;-w) of node w at level k, we de'ne the
label of each child of w.
Case 1: The case Lk : 
k ∈,w and 
k ≡  ∨ ′. The node w has in'nitely many
children, and -w is countable. Therefore, there exists a mapping ’ from the set of
all children of w onto -w. Let w′ be a child of w, and let ’(w′)≡M : ∈-w. Since
TLJ− (Cut) ,w .M : , we have either
TLJ − (Cut)  ,w ∪ {Lk : } . M : 
or
TLJ − (Cut)  ,w ∪ {Lk : ′} . M : :
In the former case, for instance, the label of w′ is de'ned as
SemiCon(Kw;,w ∪ {Lk : }; {M : }):
Case 2: The case Lk : 
k ∈-w and 
k ≡ → ′. Let c be a term constant in U˜ such
that c does not occur in ,w or M . Then,
TLJ − (Cut)  ,w ∪ {c : } . Mc : ′:
Choose a child w′ of w arbitrarily, and de'ne the label of w′ as
SemiCon(Kw ∪ {c}; ,w ∪ {c : } . {Mc : ′}):
For the other children, the labels are de'ned as the same as that for w.
Case 3: Otherwise, the label of every child of w is de'ned as the same as the label
of w.
We complete the de'nition of the labeled tree W˜. We remark that the labeled
tree W˜ de'ned above satis'es the following properties: if ww′, then Kw ⊆Kw′ and
,w ⊆,w′ . We next de'ne M˜ and T˜. Let (D˜; ·; <− =) be the open term model generated
form the set of all -terms over U˜term. For each w∈W˜, we de'ne M˜w =(D˜w; ·w;
<− =w) as the submodel of (D˜; ·; <− =) obtained by restricting the underlying set D˜w to
D˜w = {[M ] |M is a -term over Kw}:
It is easily veri'ed that, if ww′, then M˜w is a submodel of M˜w′ . We say that a
partial domain P is approximated by a type 
 over U˜ , if and only if the following
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conditions are satis'ed:
– Dom(P)= {w∈W˜ | the type constants in 
are all contained in Kw},
– for every w∈Dom(P),
(1) if M : 
∈,w, then [M ]∈P[w],
(2) if M : 
∈-w, then [M ] =∈P[w].
We de'ne
T˜= {P |P is a partial domain approximated by some type over U˜}:
We also prepare a notation on partial domains. For each type  over U˜ we de'ne the
partial domain ‖‖ as follows:
Dom(‖‖) = {w ∈ W˜ | the type constants in 
are all contained in Kw};
‖‖[w] = {[M ] ∈ D˜w |M : 
 ∈ ,w};
It is easily checked that ‖‖ is approximated by .
Now the construction of B˜=(W˜; M˜; T˜) is completed. We show that B is a Beth
model with the desired property.
Lemma 6.4. (i) If M : 
∈-w; then
∃p  w ∀w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ ⇒ M : 
 ∈ -w′):
(ii) If M : 
∨ ∈,w; then
∀p  w ∃w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ and (M : 
 ∈ ,w′ or M :  ∈ ,w′)):
(iii) If M : 
∨ ∈-w; then
∃p  w ∀w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ ⇒ (M : 
 ∈ -w′ and M :  ∈ -w′)):
(iv) If M : 
→ ∈-w; then
∃w′  w ∃N:(N : 
 ∈ ,w′ and MN :  ∈ -w′):
Proof. (i) In general, for each node w′′ ∈W˜, if M : 
∈-w′′ , then there exists a child
w′′′ of w′′ such that M : 
∈-w′′′ . Let f(w′′) be such a child w′′′ of w′′. Then, the
desired claim is satis'ed for the maximal chain p de'ned by
p= {w′ ∈ W˜ |w′  w} ∪ {fn(w) | n=1; 2; : : :}:
(ii) Suppose M : 
∨ ∈,w and pw. In the sequence Lk : 
k (k =0; 1; : : :) used in
the construction of W˜, every statement over U˜ occurs in'nitely many times. Let n
be the level of w. Let m be an index in the sequence Lk : 
k (k =0; 1; : : :) used in
the construction of W˜ such that n6m and Lm : 
m ≡ M : 
∨ . Let w′ be the node
at level m+ 1 in p. Then, by the construction of the labeled tree W˜, we have either
M : 
∈,w′ or M : ∈,w′ .
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(iii) Suppose M : 
∨ ∈-w. Then, by (i), there exists p  w such that M : 
∨∈-w′
for every w′ ∈ p (ww′). By the de'nition of semi-maximal consistent triples, M : 
∈
-w′ and M :∈-w′ .
(iv) Suppose M : 
→ ∈-w. Let n be the level of the node w. Let m be an index
in the sequence Lk : 
k (k =0; 1; : : :) used in the construction of W˜ such that n6m and
Lm : 
m≡M : 
→ . Then, by (i), there exists a node w′′ at level m such that ww′′
and M : 
→ ∈-w′′ . By the construction of the labeled tree W˜, there exists a child
w′ of w′′ such that c : 
∈,w′ and Mc∈-w′ for some constant c. Therefore the lemma
holds.
Lemma 6.5. Let w∈W˜; M a -term over Kw; 
 a type without constant; FTV(
)=
{t1; : : : ; tn}; 1; : : : ; n types over Kw; and  a type environment in T˜ such that  (ti)
is approximated by i for each i (16i6n). Then; w∈Dom(<
= ) and
(i) if M : 
[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]∈,w; then [M ]∈ <
= [w];
(ii) if M : 
[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]∈-w; then [M ] =∈ <
= [w].
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of 
. By de'nition, it is obvious
that w∈Dom(<
= ). We abbreviate 
[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n] to 
′.
Case 1 (
≡ ti): (i) By the hypothesis,  (ti) is approximated by i. Therefore, if M :
i ∈,w, then [M ]∈  (ti)[w]⊆ <ti= [w]. (ii) Suppose M : i ∈-w. Then, by Lemma 6.4(i),
∃p  w ∀w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ ⇒ M : i ∈ -w′):
Since  (i) is approximated by i, we have
∃p  w ∀w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ ⇒ [M ] =∈  (ti)[w′])
and therefore, [M ] =∈ <ti= [w].
Case 2 (
≡  ∧ ):
(i) M : ′ ∧ ′ ∈,w
⇒ M : ′ ∈,w and M : ′ ∈,w
by the condition of semi-maximal consistent triples
⇒ [M ]∈ <= [w] and [M ]∈ <= [w]
by induction hypothesis
⇒ [M ]∈ <∧ = [w].
(ii) M : ′ ∧ ′ ∈-w
⇒ M : ′ ∈-w or M : ′ ∈-w
by the condition of semi-maximal consistent triples
⇒ [M ] =∈ <= [w] or [M ] =∈ <= [w]
by induction hypothesis
⇒ [M ] =∈ <∧ = [w].
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Case 3 (
 ≡  ∨ ):
(i) M : ′ ∨ ′ ∈,w
⇒ ∀p  w ∃w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ and (M : ′ ∈,w′ or M : ′ ∈,w′))
by Lemma 6.4(ii)
⇒ ∀p  w ∃w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ and ([M ]∈ <= [w′] or [M ]∈ <= [w′]))
by induction hypothesis
⇒ [M ]∈ < ∨ = [w].
(ii) M : ′ ∨ ′ ∈-w
⇒ ∃p  w ∀w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ ⇒ (M : ′ ∈-w′ and M : ′ ∈-w′))
by Lemma 6.4(iii)
⇒ ∃p  w ∀w′ ∈ p:(w  w′ ⇒ ([M ] =∈ <= [w′] and [M ] =∈ <= [w′]))
by induction hypothesis
⇒ [M ] =∈ < ∨ = [w].
Case 4 (
≡ → ): (i) Suppose M : ′→ ′ ∈,w and ww′. Let N be a
-term over Kw′ . Then, since M : ′→ ′ ∈,w′ , by the condition of semi-maximal
consistent triples, N : ′ ∈-w′ or MN : ′ ∈,w′ . Therefore, by induction hypothesis,
[N ] =∈ <= [w′] or [MN ]∈ <= [w′]. Since w′ and N are arbitrary, we have
[M ]∈ <→ = [w].
(ii) Suppose M : ′→ ′ ∈-w. Then, by Lemma 6.4(iv), there exist w′w and a
-term N over Kw′ such that N : ′ ∈,w′ and MN : ′ ∈-w′ . By induction hypothesis,
[N ]∈ <= [w′] and [MN ] =∈ <= [w′]. Therefore, [M ] =∈ <→ = [w].
Case 5 (
≡∀t :): Let (∀t :)[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]≡∀s :, where ≡ [t := s] and
s =∈FTV(1)∪ · · · ∪FTV(n).
(i) Suppose M :∀s :∈,w. Let ww′ and P ∈ T˜ such that w′ ∈Dom(P). Then,
by the de'nition of T˜, there exists a type  over U˜ such that P is approximated
by . Since ,w ⊆,w′ , by the condition of semi-maximal consistent triples we have
M : [s := ]∈,w′ . By de'nition, 1; : : : ; n, and  are types over Kw′ , and [s := ]≡
[t1; : : : ; tn; t := 1; : : : ; n; ]. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, [M ]∈ <= (t := P)[w′].
Since w′ and P are arbitrary, we have [M ]∈ <∀t := [w].
(ii) Suppose M :∀s:∈-w. Then, by the condition of semi-maximal consistent
triples, there exists a type  over Kw such that M : [s := ]∈-w. By induction hy-
pothesis, we have [M ] =∈ <= (t:=‖‖)[w]. Consequently, [M ] =∈ <∀t := [w].
Case 6 (
≡∃t :): Let (∃t :)[t1; : : : ; tn := 1; : : : ; n]≡∃s :, where ≡ [t := s] and
s =∈FTV(1)∪ · · · ∪FTV(n).
(i) Suppose M :∃s :∈,w. Then, by the condition of semi-maximal consistent triples,
there exists a type  over Kw such that M : [s := ]∈,w. Therefore, by induction
hypothesis, [M ]∈ <= (t := ‖‖)[w], so that [M ]∈ <∃t := [w].
(ii) Suppose M :∃s:∈-w. Then, by Lemma 6.4(i), there exists pw such that
M :∃s :∈-w′ for every w′ ∈ p (ww′). Let w′ ∈ p with ww′, and P ∈ T˜ with
w′ ∈Dom(P). Then, by the de'nition of T˜, there exists a type  over Kw′ such
that P is approximated by . By the condition of semi-maximal consistent triples,
M : [s := ]∈-w′ . By de'nition, 1; : : : ; n, and  are types over Kw′ , and [s := ]≡
[t1; : : : ; tn; t := 1; : : : ; n; ]. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, [M ] =∈ <= (t := P)[w′].
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Consequently, we have
∃p  w ∀w′ ∈ p ∀P:((w  w′ and w′ ∈ Dom(P))⇒ [M ] =∈ ‖‖ (t:=P)[w′]);
so that, [M ] =∈ <∃t := [w].
Lemma 6.6. For every pair of type 
 without constant and type environment  ; the
partial domain <
= is contained in T˜. Namely; B˜ is a Beth model.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 4.4 with Lemma 6.5.
Lemma 6.7. If ˜ . M˜ : 
˜ is underivable in TLJ without (Cut); then it is not valid in
B˜=(W˜; M˜; T˜).
Proof. Similar to Lemma 4.5 with Lemmas 6.3 and 6.5.
Theorem 6.8 (Cut-elimination for TLJ). If a sequent is derivable in TLJ; then it can
be derived without (Cut).
Proof. From Lemmas 6.2 and 6.7.
Theorem 6.9 (Completeness of TLJ for Beth models). A sequent is derivable in TLJ
if and only if it is valid in all Beth models.
Proof. From Lemmas 6.2 and 6.7.
7. Relationship between TLJ and TLJ1
In this section we shall show that TLJ1 is essentially equivalent to TLJ for stable
sequents. We 'rst de'ne an auxiliary system TLJ0 that stands between TLJ and TLJ1.
Denition (TLJ0): The system TLJ0 is obtained from TLJ by replacing (Cut) and
(→L) by (Cut)∗ (the cut-rule for TLJ1) and (→L)∗0 , respectively:
(→L)∗0
1 . N : 
i (16i6n) z : 1; : : : ; z : n; 2 . M : 
L : 
1 → 1; : : : ; L : 
n → n; 1; 2[z :=LN ] . M [z :=LN ] : 
As the following lemma shows, TLJ0 is a conservative extension of TLJ1, and
therefore, we may concentrate on proving the equivalence between TLJ and TLJ0 for
stable sequents.
Lemma 7.1. Let  be a =nite sequence of statements whose subjects are variables.
Then; TLJ0   . M :  if and only if TLJ1   . M : .
Proof. The rule (→L)∗ is a special case of (→L)∗0 , and therefore, the if part holds.
We show the only if part. Suppose TLJ0  .M : . Since  satis'es the condition that
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the subjects in  are only variables, the antecedent of each sequent in the derivation
of  . M :  in TLJ0 must satisfy the same condition. Therefore, every inference in
the derivation is allowed in TLJ1. In particular, an inference by (→L)∗0 is
obtained by repeatedly applying (→L)∗ of TLJ1. Consequently,  .M :  is derivable
in TLJ1.
In Section 5, we introduced the notion of regular derivation trees and de'ned TLKreg
and TLJPreg. Similarly, we de'ne TLJreg and TLJ0reg by restricting derivation trees to
regular ones. The next lemma shows a basic property of TLJreg similar to Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 7.2. Let .M : 
 be a regularizable sequent. If TLJ  .M : 
; then M has
a normal form and TLJreg  norm() . norm(M) : 
.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 5.2.
By Lemma 7.2, we may consider only the regularized systems TLJreg and TLJ0reg.
We show that, for every stable and regular sequent S, if S is derivable in TLJreg, then
it is so in TLJ0reg. The only diHerence between TLJreg and TLJ0reg is that between
(→L) and (→L)∗0 . Therefore, it is enough to show that (→L) is admissible in TLJ0reg.
Recall the rule (→L):
1 . N : 
 LN : ; 2 . M : 
L : 
→ ; 1; 2 . M : 
For the proof, we wish to use induction on the complexity of LN . For this we need
a technique of reducing the complexity of subjects in the antecedent of a derivable
sequent.
We 'rst extend the notions of free variables and substitutions for free variables. An
occurrence of a variable in a -term L is said to be free when it is not in scope of .
This de'nition is extended to any subterms of L. Namely, an occurrence of a subterm
of L is said to be free when no free variable in the subterm occurs in scope of . Such
a subterm is called a free subterm, and the set of all free subterms of L is denoted
by FS(L). Similarly, the notion of substitutions for a free variable is extended to those
for a free subterm. We de'ne L[M :=N ] as the -term obtained from L by replacing
all free occurrences of subterm M of L by N . More rigorously, FS(L) and L[M :=N ]
are de'ned as follows.
Denition. (i) For each -term L, we de'ne
FS(L) = {M |L∗[z := M ] ≡ L and z ∈ FV(L∗)
for some -term L∗ and variable z}:
(ii) For each triple of -terms L, M , and N we de'ne L[M :=N ]≡L∗[z :=N ], where
L∗[z :=M ]≡L and M =∈FS(L∗).
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We remark that L[M :=N ] is determined uniquely. In fact, if L∗1 [z :=M ]≡L≡L∗2
[z :=M ] and M =∈FS(L∗1 )∪FS(L∗2 ), then L∗1 ≡L∗2 . This can be proved by induction on
the structure of L. For a 'nite sequence  of statements, FS() denotes the union of
FS(L) for all subjects L in , and [M :=N ] denotes the sequence obtained from 
by replacing every subject L in  by L[M :=N ].
The following two lemmas show basic properties of free subterms and substitutions
for them.
Lemma 7.3. (i) If x =∈FV(X )∪FV(N ) and M =∈FS(X ); then
L[x := M ][X := N ] ≡ L[X := N ][x := M [X := N ]]:
(ii) If x =∈FV(X )∪FV(N ); then
L[x := X ][X := N ] ≡ L[X := N ][x := N ]:
Proof. (i) The proof is by induction on the structure of L. If L≡X , then
L[x := M ][X := N ] ≡ N ≡ L[X := N ][x := M [X := N ]]:
Suppose L ≡X . Then, L[x :=M ] ≡X since M =∈FS(X ). We distinguish cases according
to the shape of L.
Case 1 (L≡ x):
L[x := M ][X := N ] ≡ M [X := N ] ≡ L[X := N ][x := M [X := N ]]:
Case 2 (L≡y ≡ x):
L[x := M ][X := N ] ≡ y ≡ L[X := N ][x := M [X := N ]]:
Case 3 (L≡L1L2):
L[x := M ][X := N ]
≡ (L1[x := M ][X := N ])(L2[x := M ][X := N ])
since L[x := M ] ≡ X
≡ (L1[X := N ][x := M [X := N ]])(L2[X := N ][x := M [X := N ]])
by induction hypothesis
≡ L[X := N ][x := M [X := N ]]
since L ≡ X:
Case 4 (L ≡ y :L1): Let z be a fresh variable.
L[x := M ][X := N ]
≡ z:L1[y := z][x := M ][X := N ]
since L[x := M ] ≡ X
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≡ z:L1[y := z][X := N ][x := M [X := N ]]
by induction hypothesis
≡ L[X := N ][x := M [X := N ]]
since L ≡ X:
(ii) The proof is by induction on the structure of L. If L≡X or L≡ x, then
L[x := X ][X := N ] ≡ N ≡ L[X := N ][x := N ]:
Suppose L ≡X and L ≡ x. Then, the rest is treated in a way similar to Cases 2–4 in
the proof of (i).
Lemma 7.4. If TLJ0reg  L : 
;  .M :  and L =∈FS(M); then TLJ0reg  .M : .
Proof. The lemma is proved in the following form: If TLJ0reg  .M : , then TLJ0reg
◦ .M : , where ◦ is the sequence obtained from  by deleting all statements L : 

such that L =∈FS(M). The proof is straightforward by induction on the height of the
regular derivation tree, and thus we omit it.
We next show a property of TLJ0reg concerning (→L)∗0 . The rule (→L)∗0 means that
L : 
1→ 1; : : : ; L : 
n→ n; 1; 2[z :=LN ] .M [z :=LN ] :  is derived from 1 .N : 
i
(16i6n) and z : 1; : : : ; z : n; 2 .M : . We consider the converse inference, which
derives 1 .N : 
i (16i6n) and z : 1; : : : ; z : n; 2 .M :  from L : 
1→ 1; : : : ; L : 
n
→ n; 1; 2[z :=LN ] .M [z :=LN ] : . More precisely, we expect that, if TLJ0reg  .
M : , then
TLJ0reg   . N : 
i (16i6n)
and
TLJ0reg  z : 1; : : : ; z : n; [LN := z] . M [LN := z] : 
for some L : 
i→ i ∈ (16i6n). However, this does not generally hold, because 
may contain not enough statements. We show that this proposition holds when a certain
condition is satis'ed.
Denition. Let ' be a set of statements. For each statement L : 
, we say that ' is
=nitely closed for L : 
 if and only if the following conditions are satis'ed:
(1) if 
≡  ∧ , then L : ∈' and L : ∈',
(2) if 
≡ ∨ , then L : ∈' or L : ∈',
(3) if 
≡∃t :∈', then L : [t := s]∈' for some type variable s.
For each -term L, we say that ' is 'nitely closed for L if and only if ' is 'nitely
closed for every L : 
 in '.
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Lemma 7.5. If TLJ0reg  .M : 
; then there exists a =nite sequence '⊇ such that
TLJ0reg '.M : 
 and ' is =nitely closed for every statement in '.
Proof. We show the lemma in the following form: If TLJ0reg ; % .M : 
 and ∪%
is 'nitely closed for every statement in %, then there exists a 'nite sequence '⊇∪%
such that TLJ0reg '.M : 
 and ' is 'nitely closed for every statement in '. The
proof is by induction on the number of all occurrences of type constructors in . If,
for every statement L :  in ;  is either a type variable, 1→ 2, or ∀t :1; then ∪%
is 'nitely closed for every statement. Suppose there exists a statement L :  in  such
that  is either 1 ∧ 2, 1 ∨ 2, or ∃t :1. Let %+ be the sequence by adding L :  to %.
Case 1 (≡ 1 ∧ 2): Obviously,  L : 1; L : 2; ; % .M : 
. Let − be the sequence
obtained from  by replacing L :  by two statements L : 1 and L : 2. Then, − and
%+ satisfy the condition of the claim, and therefore, by induction hypothesis, the claim
holds.
Case 2 (≡ 1 ∨ 2): We have either L : 1; ; % .M : 
 or L : 2; ; % .M : 
.
Suppose, for instance, the former holds. Let − be the sequence obtained from 
by replacing L :  by L : 1. Then, by induction hypothesis, the claim holds.
Case 3 (≡∃t :1): Let s be a type variable such that s =∈FTV()∪FTV(%)∪FTV
(
). Then, we have  L : 1[t := s]; ; % .M : 
. Let − be the sequence obtained
from  by replacing L :  by L : 1[t := s]. Then, by induction hypothesis, the claim
holds.
Lemma 7.6. Let  .M :  be a stable and regular sequent; x a variable; and N a
-term such that FS(N ) contains no application term. Suppose TLJ0reg  .M :  and
 is =nitely closed for every v∈FV(xN ). Then;
TLJ0reg  z : 1; : : : ; z : n; [xN := z] . M [xN := z] : 
and
TLJ0reg   . N : 
i (16i6n)
for some {x : 
1→ 1; : : : ; x : 
n→ n}⊆ (n¿0); where z =∈FV()∪FV(M)∪FV(xN ).
Proof. First note that all sequents in the derivation tree for a stable sequent in TLJ0reg
are also stable. The present lemma is proved by induction on the height of the derivation
tree for  .M :  in TLJ0reg. We distinguish cases according to the rule applied at the
last step of the derivation. Below, in general, X ∗ stands for X [xN := z] for each -term
X . Similarly, for each sequence % of statements, %∗ stands for the sequence obtained
from % by replacing every subject X by X ∗.
Case 1 (→L)∗0 :
1 . Y : k (16k6l) v : 1; : : : ; v : l; 2 . M1 : 
X : 1→ 1; : : : ; X : l→ l; 1; 2[v := XY ] . M1[v := XY ] : 
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We may assume that v =∈FV(xN )∪FV(). Otherwise, we can replace v by another
variable without changing the structure of the derivation tree.
Subcase 1-1 (XY ≡ xN ): De'ne '= {L : 
 |L[v := xN ] : 
∈ }. Since 2⊆' and
' is 'nitely closed for every y∈FV(xN ), by induction hypothesis
 z : 1; : : : ; z : n; v : 1; : : : ; v : l;'∗ . M∗1 : 
and
 v : 1; : : : ; v : l;' . N : 
i (16i6n)
for some {x : 
1→ 1; : : : ; x : 
n→ n}⊆'. From the de'nition of ', we have x : 
i→ i
∈ (16i6n). For every subject L in '−, since v∈FV(L) and v =∈FV(N ), we have
L =∈FS(N ), and therefore, by Lemma 7.4,  .N : 
i (16i6n). It is easily veri'ed
that
z : 1; : : : ; z : n; z : 1 : : : ; z : l;'∗[v := z] . M∗1 [v := z] : :
By Lemma 7.3(ii),
M∗1 [v := z] ≡ M1[v := XY ][xN := z] ≡ M∗
and
'∗[v := z] = '[v := XY ][xN := z] = ∗:
Consequently,
 z : 1; : : : ; n; z : 1; : : : ; z : l; ∗ . M∗ : :
Subcase 1-2 (XY ≡ xN ): For each k (16k6l), by induction hypothesis,
 z : k1; : : : ; z : kp(k); ∗ . Y ∗ : k
and
  . N : 
ki (16i6p(k))
for some {x : 
k1→ k1; : : : ; x : 
kp(k)→ kp(k)}⊆. De'ne '= {L : 
 |L[v :=XY ]∈}.
Then, since 2⊆' and ' is 'nitely closed for every y∈FV(xN ), by induction hy-
pothesis,
 z : ′1; : : : ; z : ′m; v : 1; : : : ; v : l;'∗ . M∗1 : 
and
 v : 1; : : : ; v : l;' . N : 
′j (16j6m)
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for some {x : 
′1→ ′1; : : : ; x : 
′m→ ′m}⊆. Similarly to Case 1-1, we have  .N : 
′j
(16j6m). Let &= {z : ki | 16k6l; 16i6p(k) }. Then, with (→L)∗0 we have
 &; z : ′1; : : : ; z : ′m; ∗; '∗[v := X ∗Y ∗] . M∗1 [v := X ∗Y ∗] : :
Since FS(N ) contains no application term and XY ≡ xN , we have XY =∈FS(xN ) and
(XY )∗ ≡X ∗Y∗. Therefore, by Lemma 7.3(i),
M∗1 [v := X
∗Y ∗] ≡ M1[v := XY ][xN := z] ≡ M∗
and
'∗[v := X ∗Y ∗] = '[v := XY ][xN := z] = ∗:
Consequently, &; z : ′1; : : : ; z : ′m; ∗ .M∗ : .
Case 2 (∨L):
X : ; 1 . M :  X : ; 1 . M : 
X :  ∨ ; 1 . M : 
Subcase 2-1 (X is a variable and X ∈FV(xN )): Since  is 'nitely closed for X ,
either X :  or X :  is contained in . Suppose, for instance, X : ∈. Then, by in-
duction hypothesis,  z : 1; : : : ; z : n; ∗ .M∗ :  and  .N : 
i (16i6n) for some
{x : 
1→ 1; : : : ; x : 
n→ n}⊆.
Subcase 2-2 (X is not a variable or X =∈FV(xN )): By induction hypothesis,  z : 1;
: : : ; z : n; X ∗ :  .M∗ :  and X : ;  .N : 
 (16i6n) for some {x : 
1→ 1; : : : ; x : 
n
→ n}⊆. By the de'nition of regular sequents, X is a variable or an application term.
Since FS(N ) contains no application term and X =∈FV(xN ), we have X =∈FS(N ). There-
fore, by Lemma 7.4,  .N : 
i (16i6n). Similarly,  z : ′1; : : : ; z : ′m; X ∗ : ; ∗ .M∗
:  and  .N : 
′j (16j6m) for some {x :
′1→ ′1; : : : ; x : 
′m→ ′m}⊆. Consequently,
 z : 1; : : : ; z : n; z : ′1; : : : ; z : ′m; ∗ .M∗ : .
Case 3 (∃L):
X : ; 1 . M : 
X : ∃t:; 1 . M :  (t =∈ FTV(1) ∪ FTV())
Subcase 3-1 (X is a variable and X ∈FV(xN )): Since  is 'nitely closed for
X , there exists a type variable s such that X : [t := s]∈. It is easily veri'ed that
X : [t := s]; 1 .M :  is derived by a derivation tree with the same structure as that
for X : ; 1 .M : . Therefore, by induction hypothesis,  z : 1; : : : ; z : n; ∗1 .M∗ : 
and  .N : 
i (16i6n) for some {x : 
1→ 1; : : : ; x : 
n→ n}⊆.
Subcase 3-2 (X is not a variable or X =∈FV(xN )): By induction hypothesis,  z : 1;
: : : ; z : n; X ∗ : ; ∗ .M∗ :  and X : ;  .N : 
i (16i6n) for some {x : 
1→ 1;
: : : ; x : 
n→ n}⊆. As shown in Subcase 2-2, we have X =∈FS(N ), and therefore,
by Lemma 7.4,  .N : 
i (16i6n). Since x : 
i→ i ∈ and t =∈FTV(), we have
t =∈FTV(i) (16i6n). Consequently,  z : 1; : : : ; z : n; X ∗ :∃t :; ∗ .M : ∗.
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Case 4 (∀R):
 . M : 1
 . M : ∀t:1 (t =∈ FTV())
By induction hypothesis,  z : 1; : : : ; z : n; ∗ .M∗ : 1 and  .N : 
i (16i6n) for
some {x : 
1→ 1; : : : ; x : 
n→ n}⊆. As shown in Subcase 3-2, t =∈FTV(i) (16i
6n), and therefore,  z : 1; : : : ; z : n; ∗ .M :∀t :∗1 .
Case 5 (∀L) or (∃R): It never happen since  .M :  is stable.
The other rules are treated in a way similar to Case 4.
Lemma 7.7. Let X : → ; &;  .M :  be a stable and regular sequent. If TLJ0reg &
.Y :  and TLJ0reg XY : ;  .M : ; then TLJ0reg X : → ; &;  .M : .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of XY . Let &.Y :  and XY : ;  .
M : . Supposing X : → ; &;  .M : , we derive a contradiction. By Lemma 7.5,
there exists a sequence '⊇{X : → }∪&∪ such that '.M :  and ' is 'nitely
closed for every statement. Since XY is in normal form, there exists xN ∈FS(XY ) such
that FS(N ) contains no application term. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1 (XY ≡ xN ): Consider XY : ;  .M : . By Lemma 7.6 we have
 z : 1; : : : ; z : n; z : ;'[xN := z] . M [xN := z] : ;
 xN : ;' . N : 
i (16i6n);
{x : 
1 → 1; : : : ; x : 
n → n}⊆';
where z is a fresh variable. By Lemma 7.4, '.N : 
i, and therefore, '.M : .
This is a contradiction. Here note that '[xN := z][z := xN ] =' and M [xN := z][z :=
xN ]≡M .
Case 2 (XY ≡ xN ): We 'rst consider XY : ;  .M : . Let X ∗ ≡X [xN := z] and
Y∗ ≡Y [xN := z]. Then, (XY )[xN := z]≡X ∗Y∗ since XY ≡ xN . By Lemma 7.6 we have
 z : 1; : : : ; z : n; X ∗Y ∗ : ;'[xN := z] . M [xN := z] : ;
 X ∗Y ∗ : ;' . N : 
i (16i6n);
{x : 
1 → 1; : : : ; x : 
n → n}⊆':
By Lemma 7.4, '.N : 
i (16i6n) since FS(N ) contains no application term. We
next consider &.Y : . By Lemma 7.6 we have
 z : ′1; : : : ; z : ′m;'[xN := z] . Y ∗ : ;
 ' . N : 
′j (16j6m);
{x : 
′1 → ′1; : : : ; x : 
′m → ′m}⊆':
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Since XY ≡ xN and xN ∈FS(XY ), the -term X ∗Y∗ is strictly shorter than XY . There-
fore, by induction hypothesis,
 z : 1; : : : ; z : n; z : ′1; : : : ; z : ′m; X ∗ : → ;
';'[xN := z] . M [xN := z] : ;
so that, with (→L)∗0 , we have '.M : . This is a contradiction.
Lemma 7.8. Let  .M : 
 be a stable and regular sequent. If TLJreg  .M : 
; then
TLJ0reg  .M : 
.
Proof. With Lemmas 7.7, it is easily proved by induction on the height of the deriva-
tion tree.
Lemma 7.9. Let  .M : 
 be a stable sequent such that every subject in  is a
variable. Then; TLJ .M : 
 if and only if TLJ1 .M : 
.
Proof (The if part): First note that the following claim holds. If TLJ .M : 
, then
TLJ[x :=N ] .M [x :=N ] : 
. This is easily proved by induction on the height of the
derivation tree. For the if part of the lemma, it is enough to show that (→L)∗ and
(Cut)∗ are admissible in TLJ. This is easily veri'ed with the claim.
(The only-if part) Suppose TLJ .M : 
. Then, by Lemma 7.2, TLJreg  . norm
(M) : 
, and therefore, by Lemma 7.8, TLJ0reg  . norm(M) : 
. By Lemma 7.1, TLJ1
 . norm(M) : 
, so that TLJ1 .M : 
.
8. Cut-elimination for TLJ2
We wish to show that (Dist∨) or (Dist∃) is not generally derivable in TNJ. By
Proposition 3.4, TNJ and TLJ2 are equivalent, and therefore, it is enough to show this
underivability in TLJ2. If we had a completeness theorem for TLJ2 for some class
of models, then we could prove the underivability by constructing a model in which
(Dist∨) or (Dist∃) is not valid. However, it is unclear whether there exists a class
of models such that TLJ2 is complete for that class. Another possible approach to the
proof of the underivability is cut-elimination. In this section, we shall show that TLJ2
satis'es the cut-elimination theorem, and in the next section, we shall show that neither
(Dist∨) nor (Dist∃) is derivable in TLJ2.
We remember that the proof of the cut-elimination theorem for TLJP is due to
the model construction from a sequent underivable in TLJP without (Cut). For TLJ2,
however, we cannot use this method, because we do not know the completeness of
TLJ2 without (Dist∨) or (Dist∃) in any sense. Instead, we use strong normalization.
It is well known that the type assignment system with intersection and universal type
quanti'er satis'es the strong normalization theorem [16]. The strong normalization
theorem still holds even if we add union and existential-type quanti'er. Our system
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TLJ2 has the rule (Eq). We shall show that the system TLJ2 without (Eq), named
TLJS2, satis'es the strong normalization theorem.
The following lemma shows the relationship between TLJ2 and TLJS2.
Lemma 8.1. If TLJ2− (Cut)∗   . M : 
; then M has a normal form and TLJS2−
(Cut)∗   . norm(M) : 
.
Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on the height of the cut-free derivation
tree for  . M : 
.
A -term M is said to be strongly normalizing if and only if there is no in'nite
-reduction sequence starting from M . The strong normalization theorem for TLJS2
asserts that, if TLJS2   . M : 
, then M is strongly normalizing. The proof is by a
standard technique, an untyped version of “candidates of reducibility,” due to Girard
[10]. We shall present the outline of the proof, following the survey paper [8].
Denition. Let T be a nonempty family of sets of -terms. Let  be a mapping, called
a type environment in T, that assigns  (t)∈T to each type variable t. For each type

, we de'ne the set <
= of -terms as follows:
(1) <t= =  (t),
(2) <∧ = = <= ∩ <= ,
(3) < ∨ = = <= ∪ <= ,
(4) <→ = = {M | ∀N ∈ <= :MN ∈ <= },
(5) <∀t := = ∩{ <= (t:=P) |P ∈T},
(6) < ∃ t := = ∪{ <= (t:=P) |P ∈T}.
We say that T is a family of candidates of reducibility if and only if it satis'es
the following conditions:
(R0) <
= ∈T for every pair of type 
 and type environment  in T,
(R1) each P ∈T contains all variables,
(R2) for all M , N ∈ ∪T, and for all P ∈T, if M [x :=N ]∈P, then (x:M)N ∈P.
Lemma 8.2. Suppose TLJS2.M : 
. Let T be a family of candidates of reducibil-
ity. For every type environment  in T; and for every substitution ’ that substitutes
-term ’(x) for each variable x; if ’(x)∈ <= for every x :  in ; then ’(M)∈ <
= .
Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on the height of the derivation tree
for  . M : 
. See Lemma 6:8 of [8].
Denition. Let S be a nonempty set of -terms. We say that S is closed if and only
if Mx∈ S implies M ∈ S. A subset P⊆ S is saturated if and only if it satis'es the
following conditions:
(S1) If N1; : : : ; Nn ∈ S, then xN1; : : : ; Nn ∈P for every variable x.
(S2) For every pair of M; N ∈ S and for every 'nite sequence N1; : : : ; Nn ∈ S, if
M [x :=N ]N1; : : : ; Nn ∈P, then (x:M)NN1; : : : ; Nn ∈P.
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Lemma 8.3. (i) Let S be a nonempty closed set of -terms; and letT be the family of
all saturated subsets of S. If S ∈T; then T is a family of candidates of reducibility.
(ii) The set SN of all strongly normalizing -terms is closed and saturated.
Proof. (i) It is similar to Lemma 6:10 of [8], and thus, we omit the proof.
(ii) The proof is found in Lemma 6:16 of [8].
Theorem 8.4 (Strong normalization for TLJS2). If TLJS2 .M : 
; then M is
strongly normalizing.
Proof. By Lemma 8.3(ii), SN is closed. Let T be the family of all saturated subsets
of SN. Then, by Lemma 8.3(ii), SN∈T, and therefore, by Lemma 8.3(i), T is a
family of candidates of reducibility. Let ’ be the substitution de'ned by ’(x) ≡ x
for each variable x, and let  be the term environment de'ned by  (t)=SN for each
type variable t. Then, by condition (R1), ’(x)∈ <= for every x∈  in , and there-
fore, by Lemma 8.2, M ∈ <
= ∈T. Since <
= ⊆SN, we conclude that M is strongly
normalizing.
We next prove the cut-elimination theorem for TLJ2 by using the strong normaliza-
tion theorem.
Lemma 8.5. In TLJS2 − (Cut)∗; if  . L : 
 and  x : 
; & . M :  with FV()∩
FV(&)= ∅; then M [x :=L] has a normal form and ;& . norm(M [x :=L]) : .
Proof. See the appendix.
Lemma 8.6. In TLJ2 − (Cut)∗; if  . L : 
 and  x : 
; & . M :  with FV()∩
FV(&)= ∅; then ;& . M [x :=L] : .
Proof. Suppose TLJ2 − (Cut)∗  . L : 
 and TLJ2 − (Cut)∗  x : 
; & . M : . Then,
by Lemma 8.1, L and M have normal forms, and TLJS2 − (Cut)∗  . norm(L) : 

and TLJS2− (Cut)∗  x : 
; & . norm(M) : . Therefore, by Lemma 8.5, norm(M)[x :=
norm(L)] has a normal form, and
TLJS2− (Cut)∗ ;& . norm(norm(M)[x := norm(L)]) : :
Consequently, TLJ2− (Cut)∗ ;& . M [x :=L] : .
Theorem 8.7 (Cut-elimination for TLJ2). If .M : 
 is derivable in TLJ2; then it can
be derived without (Cut)∗.
Proof. From Lemma 8.6.
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9. Incompleteness of TNJ
By the results presented in the previous sections, we can conclude that a stable
sequent is derivable in TNJ with (Dist∨) and (Dist∃) if and only if it is valid in
all classical models. In this section, we will show that neither (Dist∨) nor (Dist∃)
is derivable in TNJ, and therefore, TNJ is incomplete for Kripke models or classical
models. Furthermore, we shall show that there exists a non-stable sequent that is valid
in all classical models but it is underivable in TNJ with (Dist∨) and (Dist∃).
Proposition 9.1. (i) TLJ2  x : (s∨ t)∧ u . x : (s∧ u)∨ (s∧ u).
(ii) TLJ2  x : (∃ t : t→ t)∧ u . x :∃ t :(t→ t)∧ u.
Proof. (i) Suppose the sequent in the lemma is derivable in TLJ2. Then, by the
cut-elimination theorem for TLJ2, it is derivable without (Cut), and therefore, by
Lemma 8.1, there exists a cut-free derivation tree in TLJS2. Let P be the shortest
one of such cut-free derivation trees. Then, the rule applied at the last step must be
either (∧L) or (∨R). Therefore, the upper sequent of the last inference in P is one
of the following four sequents:
x : s ∨ t . x : (s ∧ u) ∨ (t ∧ u);
x : u . x : (s ∧ u) ∨ (t ∧ u);
x : (s ∨ t) ∧ u . x : s ∧ u;
x : (s ∨ t) ∧ u . x : t ∧ u:
However, for each sequent S of them, there is a classical model in which S is not
valid. This contradicts the fact that TLJS2 is sound for all classical models.
(ii) Similar to (i).
Corollary 9.2. Proposition 9:1 holds for TNJ.
Proof. From Propositions 9.1 and 3.4.
Proposition 9.3. TLJ  x :∀t :(t→ t)∨ s . x : (∀ t : t→ t)∨ s.
Proof. Let ' stand for a sequence that consists of statements in the form x : → ,
x : (→ )∨ s, or x :∀t:(t→ t)∨ s. Let Prop(−) be the predicate de'ned for each nat-
ural number n as follows : Prop(n) holds if and only if there exist ' such that
'.x : (∀t : t→ t)∨ s is derived by a cut-free derivation tree whose height is less than n.
We show that ¬Prop(n) holds for every n, from which the lemma follows. The proof
of this claim is by induction on n. Suppose Prop(n) holds. Then, there exists ' and
a cut-free derivation tree P for ' . x : (∀t : t→ t)∨ s such that the height of P is less
than n. At the last step of P, one of the following rules is applied : (Weakening),
(Contraction), (Exchange), (∨L), (→L), (∀L), and (∨R).
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Case 1 (Weakening):
P′
'′ . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
' . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
where '′⊆'. The height of P′ is less than n − 1. This contradicts the induction
hypothesis.
Case 2 (Contraction). Similar to Case 1.
Case 3 (Exchange). Similar to Case 1.
Case 4 (∨L):
P1
x : → ;'′ → x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
P2
x : s;'′ . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
x : (→ ) ∨ s;'′ . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
The height of P1 is less than n− 1. This contradicts the induction hypothesis.
Case 5 (→L):
P1
'1 . N : 
P2
xN : ;'2 . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
x : → ;'1; '2 . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
The height of P2 is less than n − 1. It is easily veri'ed that '2 . x : (∀t : t→ t) ∨ s
is derived by a cut-free derivation tree whose height is less than that of P2. This
contradicts the induction hypothesis.
Case 6 (∀L):
P′
x : (→ ) ∨ s;'′ . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
x :∀t:(t → t) ∨ s;'′ . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
The height of P′ is less than n− 1. This contradicts the induction hypothesis.
Case 7 (∨R):
' . x : ∀t:t → t
' . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s or
' . x : s
' . x : (∀t:t → t) ∨ s
Let M=(D; ·; < − =) be the open term models, and T the set of all subsets of D. It
is easily veri'ed that neither of the upper sequents of the inferences is valid in the
classical model (M;T). This contradicts that TLJ is sound for all classical models.
Corollary 9.4. The sequent x :∀t :((t→ t)∨ s).x : (∀t : t→ t)∨ s is valid in all classical
models; but it is underivable in TNJ with (Dist∨) and (Dist∃).
Proof. The validity is obvious, and the underivability follows from Propositions 9.3
and 3.6.
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10. Concluding remarks
The results presented in this paper are summarized by the following theorem.
Theorem 10.1. Let S be a stable sequent x1 : 
1; : : : ; xn : 
n . M : ; where x1; : : : ; xn
are pairwise distinct variables. Then; the following 10 are all equivalent to each
another:
(1) S is valid in all classical models;
(2) S is valid in all Kripke models;
(3) S is valid in all Beth models;
(4) S is derivable in TLK;
(5) S is derivable in TLJ;
(6) S is derivable in TLK1;
(7) S is derivable in TLJ1;
(8) S is derivable in TLK2 with (Dist∃);
(9) S is derivable in TLJ2 with (Dist∃) and (Dist∨);
(10) S is derivable in TNJ with (Dist∃) and (Dist∨).
Proof. See Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Equivalence of the calculi for stable sequents in TNJ (Proof of Theorem 10.1).
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In Theorem 10.1, the axiom (Dist∃) might be expected to be removed, since (Dist ∃)
itself is not stable. However, this is impossible. For example,
x : s ∧ (∃t:t ∧ (s→ ((t → s→ u) ∨ (s→ t → u)))) . xxxx : u
is derivable in TLJ1, but it is underivable in TLJ2 with (Dist∨).
The cut-elimination theorem is the key to the proof of the main results in this paper.
We have shown that TLK, TLJP, TLJ, and TLJ2 enjoy the cut-elimination property.
However, TLK2 does not satisfy the cut-elimination property. For example,
x : ((∀t:t → t)→ (∀t:t → t)→ u) ∧ (s→ s→ u);
y : ∀t:(t → t) ∨ s . xyy : u
is derivable in TLK2, but it is underivable without (Cut)∗. Similarly, neither TLK1
nor TLJ1 satis'es the cut-elimination property. For example,
x : 
→ ( ∨ ); x : → ( ∨ ); y : 
 ∧ ;
z : (→ → ) ∨ (→ → ) . (xy)(xy) : 
is derivable in TLK1 and TLJ1, but it cannot be derived in TLK1 or TLJ1 without
(Cut)∗. However, Lemma 7.8 suggests a variant of TLJ1. De'ne TLJ1C as the system
obtained from TLJ1 by replacing (→L)∗ by
(→L)∗c
1 .N : 
i (16i6n) z : 1; : : : ; z : n; 2 . M : 
x : 
1→ 1; : : : ; x : 
n→ n; 1; 2 . M [z := xN ] :  (z =∈ FV(2))
Then, TLJ1C satis'es the cut-elimination theorem for stable sequents, which follows
from Lemmas 7.2 and 7.8. For a nonstable sequent, TLJ1C still does not satisfy the
cut-elimination theorem. For example, consider the following sequent:
x : ∀t:s→ 
; x : s→ (∃t:); y : s;
z : ∀t:(
→ 
→ u) ∨ (→ → u) . z(xy)(xy) : u;
where 
 ≡ t → t and  ≡ t. This sequent is derivable in TLJ1C, but it is underivable
without (Cut)∗.
The cut-elimination theorem yields another result on the conservativity among several
subsystems. For instance, the full system of TLJ2 is a conservative extension of the
subsystem TLJ2→ de'ned by restricting the type constructors to → only. Namely, for
every sequent S in TLJ2→, S is derivable in TLJ2→ if and only if it is so in the full
system of TLJ2. A more general conservativity is proved in the following theorem.
Theorem 10.2. Let T be either TLK; TLJP; TLJ; TLJ2; or TNJ. For each nonempty
set C of type constructors (→;∧;∨;∀; or ∃); we de=ne the subsystem TC by imposing
the restriction that types are constructed from type variables by applying only the
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type constructors in C:
(i) Let A be a nonempty subset of {→;∧;∨}; and B a nonempty subset of
{→;∧;∨;∀;∃} such that A⊆B. Then; TB is a conservative extension of TA.
(ii) Let A and B be nonempty subsets of {→;∧;∨;∀;∃} such that A⊆B. Then; TB is
a conservative extension of TA for all stable sequents. Namely, for every stable
sequent S in TA; if S is derivable in TB; then it is so in TA.
Proof. (i) Let S be a sequent in TA. Suppose S is derivable in TB. Then, there exists
a cut-free derivation tree P for S in TB. All sequents occurring in P are allowed in
TA, and therefore, P is a derivation tree allowed in TA.
(ii) Let S be a stable sequent in TA. Suppose S is derivable in TB. Then, there exists a
cut-free derivation tree P for S in TB. The derivation tree P has no inference by (∀L)
or (∃R), and therefore, all sequents in P are stable and allowed in TA. Consequently,
P is a derivation tree allowed in TA.
We 'nally remark on the proofs of the cut-elimination theorems. For TLJ and TLJP
(and TLK), we provided semantical proofs. Namely, we showed that, if a sequent is
underivable in the systems without the cut-rule, then there exists a model in which
that sequent is not valid. For TLJ2, we provided a more syntactical proof with strong
normalization. The reader may wonder if the cut-elimination theorems for TLK, TLJP
and TLJ can be proved by a similar syntactical proof technique. However, it seems dif-
'cult to directly apply the proof technique for TLJ2 to the proof for the other systems.
The systems TLK; TLJP and TLJ satisfy the following form of strong normalization.
Namely, for every regularizable sequent  .% such that every subject in  is strongly
normalizing, if  . % is derivable in TLK (TLJP; TLJ) without (Eq), then  . %
′
is derivable for some %′⊆% such that every subject in %′ is strongly normalizing. It
is remarkable that strongly normalization is not generally satis'ed for a nonregulariz-
able sequent. For example, x :xx : (
→ )∧
. (x :xx)(x :xx) :  is derivable in TLK
(TLJP; TLJ), while (x :xx)(x :xx) is not strongly normalizing. For this limitation, it is
diBcult to use strong normalization for proving cut-elimination of TLK; TLJP and TLJ.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 8.5
This appendix provides the proof of Lemma 8.5. We 'rst introduce several notations
and show a technical lemma.
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Denition. (i) For a strongly normalizing -term M , we de'ne redlen(M) as the length
of the longest 1-step -reduction sequence starting from M .
(ii) For a derivation tree P in TLJS2, we de'ne height(P) as the number of infer-
ences in the longest path from a leaf to the root in P.
(iii) For a cut-free derivation tree P in TLJS2, we de'ne size(P) by induction on
the height of P. Let I be the rule applied at the last step of P.
Case 1: If I is (Initial), then we de'ne size(P)= 0.
Case 2: If I is either (Exchange), (Weakening), or (Contraction), and P is
P1
1 . M1 : 
1
 . M : 

then we de'ne size(P)= size(P1).
Case 3: If I is either (∧L); (∀L); (∃L); (∨R), (→R); (Simple); (∀R), or (∃R),
and P is
P1
1 . M1 : 
1
 . M : 

then we de'ne size(P)= size(P1) + 1.
Case 4: If I is either (∨L) or (∧R), and P is
P1 P2
1 . M1 : 
1 2 . M2 : 
2
 . M : 

then we de'ne size(P)=max(size(P1); size(P2)) + 1.
Case 5: If I is (→L), and P is
P1 P2
1 . N : 
 z : ; 2 . M : 
x : 
→ ; 1; 2 . M [z := xN ] : 
then we de'ne size(P)= size(P1) + size(P2) + 1.
Lemma A.1. (i) Suppose .M :  is derived in TLJS2 by a derivation tree P. Then;
for every pair of x∈FV() and y =∈FV(); there exists a derivation tree P′ for
[x :=y].M [x :=y] :  in TLJS2 such that P′ and P have the same structure. Namely,
height(P)= height(P′) and size(P)= size(P′).
(ii) Suppose  . M :  is derived in TLJS2 by a derivation tree P. Then, for ev-
ery pair of a type variable t and a type ; there exists a derivation tree P′ for
[t := ].M : [t := ] in TLJS2 such that P and P′ have the same structure. Namely,
height(P)= height(P′) and size(P)= size(P′).
(iii) Suppose 1; x : 
; 2 . M :  is derived in TLJS2 by a cut-free derivation tree
P. If x =∈ FV(M); then there exists a cut-free derivation tree P′ for 1; 2 . M :  in
TLJS2 such that size(P′)6size(P) and height(P′)¡height(P).
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(iv) If TLJS2  x1 : 
1; : : : ; xn : 
n . M : ; then FV(M)⊆{x1; : : : ; xn}.
(v) All -terms in a cut-free derivation tree in TLJS2 are in normal form.
(vi) For strongly normalizing -terms M and N, if M is -reduced to N by 1-step,
then redlen(M) ¿ redlen(N ).
Proof. Straightforward.
We prove Lemma 8.5 by two steps. The premise of Lemma 8.5 is that  . L : 

and L : 
; & . M :  are derivable in TLJS2 without (Cut)∗. In the 'rst step, we treat
the case where M [x :=L] is in normal form; in the second step we treat the general
case. The 'rst step is used for handling the rule (Simple) in the proof of the second
step.
Lemma A.2. Suppose .L : 
 and &.M :  are derived in TLJS2 by cut-free derivation
trees P and Q; respectively. Let FV() ∩ FV(&)= ∅ and x : 
∈&. Let &◦ be the
sequence obtained from & by removing x : 
. If M [x :=L] is in normal form and x
occurs free in M exactly one time, then there exists a cut-free derivation tree R for
;&◦ . M [x :=L] :  such that size(R)6size(P) + size(Q).
Proof. The proof is by double induction on size(P) + size(Q) and height(P) +
height(Q). Let IP and IQ be the rules applied at the last steps of P and Q, respectively.
We distinguish 've cases according to IP and IQ:
Case 1: IQ is (Initial).
Case 2: IQ is a rule for succedent.
Case 3: IQ is a rule for antecedent, and x : 
 is not newly introduced into & at the
last step of Q.
Case 4: IP is either (Initial) or a rule for antecedent, and x : 
 is newly introduced
into & at the last step of Q by a rule for antecedent.
Case 5: IP is a rule for succedent, and x : 
 is newly introduced into & at the last
step of Q by a rule for antecedent.
Case 1: Straightforward.
Case 2: We treat only the case where IQ is (∧R). The other cases are similar. Let
Q be as follows:
Q1 Q2
& . M : 1 & . M : 2
& . M : 1 ∧ 2
By induction hypothesis, there exist cut-free derivation trees R1 and R2 for ;&◦ .
M [x :=L] : 1 and ;&◦ . M [x :=L] : 2, respectively, such that size(R1)6size(P) +
size(Q1) and size(R2)6size(P) + size(Q2). Therefore, with (∧R), we obtain a de-
sired derivation tree for ;&◦ . M [x :=L] : 1 ∧ 2 such that size(R)=max(size(R1);
size(R2)) + 16size(P) + size(Q).
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Case 3: We treat only the case where IQ is (→L). The other cases are similar. Let
Q be as follows:
Q1 Q2
&1 . N :  z : ; &2 . M ′ : 
y : → ; &1&2 . M ′[z := yN ] : 
By the de'nition of Case 4, x ≡ y. We may assume that z =∈ FV(). Suppose x ∈
FV(&1). The case x ∈ FV(&2) is similar. Then, by induction hypothesis, there exists
a cut-free derivation tree R′ for ;&◦1 . N [x :=L] :  such that size(R
′)6size(P) +
size(Q1), where &◦1 is the sequence obtained from &1 by removing x : 
. Therefore,
with (→L), we obtain a desired derivation tree R for ; y :  → ; &◦1 ; &2 . M ′[z :=
y(N [x :=L])] :  such that size(R)= size(R′) + size(Q2) + 16size(P) + size(Q). By
Lemma A:1(iv), x =∈ FV(M ′) since x =∈ FV(&2). Therefore, M ′[z :=y(N [x :=L])] ≡
M ′[z :=N ][x :=L].
Case 4: We treat only the case where IP is (→L). The other cases are similar. Let
P be as follows:
P1 P2
1 . N :  z : ; 2 . L′ : 

y : → ; 1; 2 . L′[z := yN ] : 

We may assume that z =∈ FV(&). Otherwise, by Lemma A:1(i), we can modify P2 with-
out changing the structure so that the modi'ed P2 is ended with z′ : ; 2; .L′[z := z′] :

 for a new variable z′. By induction hypothesis, there exists a cut-free derivation
tree R′ for z : ; 2; &◦ . M [x :=L′] :  such that size(R′)6size(P2) + size(Q).
Therefore, with (→L), we obtain a desired derivation tree R for y : → ; 1; 2; &◦ .
M [x :=L′[z :=yN ]] :  such that size(R)= size(P1)+size(R′)+16size(P)+size(Q).
Case 5: We distinguish subcases.
Subcase 5-1: IQ is (Weakening). By the de'nition of Case 5,  &◦ . M : , and
therefore, by Lemma A:1(iv), x =∈ FV(M). But this contradicts the premise of the
lemma. Consequently, this subcase never happen.
Subcase 5-2: IQ is (Contraction). Let Q be as follows:
Q′
y : 
; z : 
; &◦ . M ′ : 
x : 
; &◦ . M ′[y; z := x; x] : 
By assumption, x occurs free in M exactly one time, so that either y =∈ FV(M ′) or
z =∈ FV(M ′). Suppose, for instance, y =∈ FV(M ′). Then, by Lemma A:1(iii), there
exists a cut-free derivation tree Q′ for z : 
; &◦ . M ′ :  such that size(Q′′)6size(Q′)
and height(Q′′)¡height(Q′). Therefore, by induction hypothesis, we obtain a desired
derivation tree.
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Subcase 5-3: IP is (∧R) and IQ is (∧L). Let P and Q be as follows:
P1 P2
 . L : 
1  . L : 
2






1; &◦ . M : 
x : 
1 ∧ 
2; &◦ . M : 
By induction hypothesis, there exists a cut-free derivation tree R for ;&◦.M [x :=L] :
 such that size(R)6size(P1) + size(Q′) ¡ size(P) + size(Q).
Subcase 5-4: IP is (∨R) and IQ is (∨L). This is treated in a manner symmetric to
Subcase 5-3.
Subcase 5-5: IP is (→R) and IQ is (→L). Let the last step of Q be as follows:
&1 . N : 
1 z : 
2; &2 . M ′ : 
x : 
1 → 
2; &1; &2 . M ′[z := xN ] : 
By de'nition, x =∈FV(&2), and therefore, by Lemma A:1(iv), x =∈FV(M ′). By assump-
tion, x ∈ FV(M ′[z := xN ]), so that z ∈ FV(M ′). By assumption, M ′[z :=LN ] is in
normal form. Therefore, LN is in normal form, and L is not an abstraction term.
However, this contradicts that IP is (→R). Consequently, this subcase never happen.
Subcase 5-6: IP is (Simple) and IQ is (→L). Let P and Q be as follows:
P
y : 
1;  . Ly : 
2





&1 . N : 
1 z : 
2; &2 . M ′ : 
x : 
1 → 
2; &1; &2 . M ′[z := xN ] : 
As shown in Subcase 5-6, LN is in normal form. By de'nition, size(P′)+size(Q1) ¡
size(P) + size(Q). Therefore, by induction hypothesis for Q1 and P′, there exists a
cut-free derivation tree R′ for 1; &1 .LN : 
2 such that size(R′)6size(P′)+ size(Q1).
Since size(R′)+ size(Q2) ¡ size(P)+ size(Q), by induction hypothesis for R′ and Q2
we have a desired derivation tree R for ;&1; &2 .M [z :=LN ] :  such that size(R) ¡
size(P) + size(Q).
Subcase 5-7: IP is (∀R) and IQ is (∀L). Let P and Q be as follows:
P′
 . L :  (t =∈ FV())
 . L : ∀t:
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and
Q′
x : [t := ]; &◦ . M : 
x : ∀t:; &◦ . M : 
By Lemma A:1(ii), there exists a derivation tree P′′ for .L : [t := ] with the same
structure of P′. Therefore, by induction hypothesis for P′′ and Q′, there exists a desired
derivation tree R for ;&◦ . M [x :=L] :  such that size(R)6size(P′′) + size(Q′) ¡
size(P) + size(Q).
Subcase 5-8: IP is (∃R) and IQ is (∃L). This is treated in a manner symmetric to
Subcase 5-7.
The general case of Lemma 8.5 is handled by the next lemma.
Lemma A.3. In TLJS2 − (Cut)∗; if ; i . Li : 
i (16i6n) and  x1 : 
1; : : : ; xn : 
n .
M :  with FV(i)∩FV(j)= ∅ for every pair of i and j (16i¡j6n); then M [x1; : : : ; xn
:=L1; : : : ; Ln] has a normal form and 1; : : : ; n . norm(M [x1; : : : ; xn :=L1; : : : ; Ln]) : .
Proof. We use the following abbreviations: ≡1; : : : ; n, &≡ x2 : 
2; : : : ; xn : 
n, and
X ∗ ≡X [x1; : : : ; xn :=L1; : : : ; Ln] for each -term X . Let Pi be the derivation tree for
i . Li : 
i (16i6n), and let Q be the derivation tree for x1 : 
1; & .M : . The proof is
by trans'nite induction, up to !3, on




Note that M∗ is strongly normalizing, which follows from the strong normalization
theorem for TLJS2.
We 'rst treat the case x1 =∈FV(M). By Lemma A:1(iii), &.M :  is derived by a
derivation tree Q′ such that height(Q′)¡height(Q). Therefore, by induction hypothesis,
 . norm(M∗) : . Below suppose x1 ∈FV(M). Let P=P1, and let IP and IQ be
the rules applied at the last step of P and Q, respectively. We distinguish 've cases
according to IP and IQ:
Case 1: IQ is (Initial).
Case 2: IQ is a rule for succedent.
Case 3: IP is (Initial) and IQ is a rule for antecedent.
Case 4: IP is a rule for antecedent and IQ is a rule for antecedent.
Case 5: IP is a rule for succedent and IQ is a rule for antecedent.
Case 1: Straightforward.
Case 2: Straightforward.
Case 3: We treat only the case where IQ is (→L). The other cases are similar.
The sequent 1 . L1 : 
1 must be of the form v : 
1 . v : 
1. Let the last step of Q be as
follows:
&1 . N : 
′1 z : 

′′
1 ; &2 . M1 : 
x1 : 
′1 → 
′′1 ; &1; &2 . M1[z := x1N ] : 
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By de'nition, x1 =∈FV(&2), and therefore, by Lemma A:1(iv), x1 =∈FV(M1). By as-
sumption, x1 ∈FV(M1[z := x1N ]), so that z ∈FV(M1) and redlen(N∗)6redlen(M∗).
Therefore, by induction hypothesis, 2; : : : ; m . norm(N∗) : 
′1 and  v : 
′′1 ; m+1; : : : ; n
. norm(M∗1 ) : , where &1≡ x2 : 
2; : : : ; xm : 
m and &2≡ xm+1 : 
m+1; : : : ; xn : 
n. Since
norm(M∗1 )[v := v(norm(N∗))]≡ norm(M∗), we have  . norm(M∗) : .
Case 4: We treat only the case where IP is (→L). Let the last step of P be as
follows:






y : → ; ′1; ′′1 . L′1[z :=yN ] : 
1
We may assume that z =∈FV(i) (16i6n). Let M ′≡M [x1; x2; : : : ; xn :=L′1; L2; : : : ; Ln].
Then, since redlen(M ′)= redlen(M∗), by induction hypothesis,  z : ; ′′1 ; 2; : : : ;
n . norm(M ′) : . Therefore, with (→L), we have  . norm(M ′)[z :=yN ] : . Since
norm(M ′)[z :=yN ]≡ norm(M∗), we have   . norm(M∗) : .
Case 5: We distinguish subcases.
Subcase 5-1: IQ is (Weakening). Straightforward.
Subcase 5-2: IQ is (Exchange). Straightforward.
Subcase 5-3: IQ is (Contraction). Let the last step of Q be as follows:
v : 
1; w : 
1; & . M1 : 
x1 : 
1; & . M1[v; w := x1; x1] : 
De'ne 1 . L′1 : 
1 as a sequent obtained from 1 . L1 : 
1 by renaming all the variables.
Then, by Lemma A:1(i), there exists a derivation tree P′ for ′1 . L
′
1 : 
1 such that P
′
has the same structure of P. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, 1; ′1 ; 2; : : : ; n .
norm(M1)[v; w; x2; : : : ; xn :=L1; L′1; L2; : : : ; Ln] : , and therefore,  . norm(M∗) : .
Subcase 5-4: IP is (∧R) and IQ is (∧L). Let the last steps of P and Q be as follows:
1 . L1 : 









′1; & . M : 
x1 : 
′1 ∧ 
′′1 ; & . M : 
By induction hypothesis,  . norm(M∗) : .
Subcase 5-5: IP is (∨R) and IQ is (∨L). This is treated in a manner symmetric to
Subcase 5-4.
Subcase 5-6: IP is (→R) and IQ is (→L). Let the last steps of P and Q be as
follows:
y : 












&1 . N : 
′1 z : 

′′
1 ; &2 . M1 : 
x1 : 
′1 → 
′′1 ; &1; &2 . M1[z := x1N ] : 
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Let &1≡ x2 : 
2; : : : ; xm : 
m and &2≡ xm+1 : 
m+1; : : : ; xn : 
n. Let N ′≡N [x2; : : : ; xm :=
L2; : : : ; Lm]. As shown in Case 3, z ∈FV(M1), and therefore, redlen(N ′)6redlen(M∗).
By induction hypothesis for &1 .N : 
′1, we have 2; : : : ; m . norm(N ′) : 
′1. Since
z ∈FV(M1), by Lemma A:1(vi) we have redlen(L′1[y := norm(N ′)])¡redlen(M∗), and
therefore, by induction hypothesis, 1; : : : ; m . norm(L′1[y :=N ′]) : 
′′1 . Let M ′1≡M1
[z; xm+1; : : : ; xn := norm(L′1[y :=N
′]); Lm+1; : : : ; Ln]. Then, redlen(M ′1)¡redlen(M
∗), and
therefore, by induction hypothesis,  . norm(M ′1) : . By Lemma A:1(iv), xi =∈FV(M1)
for every i (16i6m) and xj =∈FV(N ) for every j (m+16j6n). Therefore, norm(M ′1)
≡ norm(M∗), so that  . norm(M∗) : .
Subcase 5-7: IP is (Simple) and IQ is (→L). Let the last steps of P and Q be as
follows:
y : 








&1 . N : 
′1 z : 

′′
1 ; &2 . M1 : 
x1 : 
′1 → 
′′1 ; &1; &2 . M1[z := x1N ] : 
Let &1≡ x2 : 
2; : : : ; xm : 
m and &2≡ xm+1 : 
m+1; : : : ; xn : 
n. By induction hypothesis
for &1 .N : 
′1, we have 2; : : : ; m . norm(N ′) : 
′1, where N ′≡N [x2; : : : ; xm :=L2; : : : ;
Lm]. By Lemma A:1(v), L1y is in normal form, so that L1(norm(N ′)) is in normal form.
Therefore, by Lemma A:2, 1; : : : ; m . L1(norm(N ′)) : 
′′1 . By induction hypothesis
for z : 
′′1 ; &2 .M1 : , we have  . norm(M ′1) : , where M ′1≡M1[z; xm+1; : : : ; xn :=L1
(norm(N ′)); Lm+1; : : : ; Ln]. Since norm(M ′1)≡ norm(M∗), we conclude  . norm
(M∗) : .
Subcase 5-8: IP is (∀R) and IQ is (→L). Let the last steps of P and Q be as
follows:
1 . L1 : 
1 . L1 :∀t: (t =∈ FTV(1))
and
x1 : [t := ]; & . M : 
x1 :∀t:; & . M : 
By Lemma A:1(ii), 1 . L1 : [t := ] is derived by a derivation tree with the same
structure of the derivation tree for 1 . L1 : , and therefore, by induction hypothesis,
 . norm(M∗) : .
Subcase 5-9: IP is (∃R) and IQ is (∃L). This is treated in a manner symmetric to
Subcase 5-8.
Proof of Lemma 8.5. Immediate from Lemma A:3.
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